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We establish an isomorphism between the vertex and spinor representations of 
afline Lie algebras for types D:” and Diy,. We also study decomposition of spinor 
representations using the infinite family of Casimir operators and prove that they 
are either irreducible or have two irreducible components. We show that the vertex 
and spinor constructions of the representations can be reformulated in the language 
of two-dimensional quantum field theory. In this physical context, the two 
constructions yield the generalized sine-Gordon and Thirring models, respectively, 
already in renormalized form. The isomorphism of representations implies an 
equivalence of these two models which is known in quantum field theory as the 
boson-fermion correspondence 
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I. The theory of affne Lie algebras is in many features analogous to 
the theory of simple finite-dimensional Lie algebras. The classification, the 
structure and the representations of these two classes of Lie algebras are 
quite similar, (see e.g. [ 171). The role of the finite-dimensional irreducible 
representations of the simple Lie algebras belongs, in the affine theory, to the 
so-called standard representations introduced by Kac [ 161. These represen- 
tations, as in the classical theory, can be classified by the sets of nonnegative 
integral numbers corresponding to the points of the Dynkin diagrams. The 
representations corresponding to the simplest nontrivial sets (O,..., 0, 1, O,..., 0) 
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are called fundamental representations and play an important role in the 
theory. 
The fundamental representations of simple Lie algebras admit a number 01 
constructions, which depend on the type of the algebra and the point of the 
Dynkin diagram which determine the representation. Important examples are 
the spinor representation of the classical orthogonal Lie algebras o(n) (see 
e.g. 15 1). The f t us construction of the simplest afftne Lie algebra of the type 
A”’ has been obtained by Lepowsky and Wilson [20]. and generalized in I 
[ 181 for a majority of afftne Lie algebras. Two other constructions 
discovered in 191’ and [ 101 (see also [27]), and the relation between them 
comprise the first part of this paper. 
Our construction of affine Lie algebra representations, which we call 
vertex representations. is rather general and has no analogues in the classical 
theory. We will consider afline Lie algebras of the types Ai”, Dj”. Ei” (see 
[IO]) and of the types A\:\ ,, Dlt’,3 Ek” (see [ 11 I). The vertex representation 
is constructed in the space V = S @ C [r], in which S is the space of the 
canonical representation of the infinite-dimensional Heisenberg subalgebra 
[hi(tZ), hj(m)] = n dijd,.-,. n, m E Z\O, i, j= l,..., I, (1) 
and ci (I-1 = &r IC e1 is a group algebra of a lattice Tc R’. We define 
h,(O) e = yiey, 7 E r, i = l,..., 1. The representation of the whole afftne Lie 
algebra can be obtained with the help of one universal operator, which is 
called the vertex operator 
X(a, z) = exp 
( 
G 41 a(-+) exp(ln za(0) + a) exp 
- n rI=I 1 ( 
- 5 L(n) 7 (2) 
n=l n 1 
11412 =  and c1 runs through the classical root system A c F’; 
a(n) = xi=, aihi(n), where ai are coordinates of a in the orthonormal basis 
(h,};-’ of IF“. 
The second construction is the generalization of the classical spinor 
representation and is applicable for the orthogonal affine Lie algebras, i.e., 
algebras of the types Di”, Bi”, Di:‘, (see [9]). Following the analogy with 
the classical case we call these representations spinor representations. Thus 
the spinor representation for the type Di” is constructed in the space of the 
canonical representation of the infinite-dimensional Clifford algebra 
generated by the elements b,(n), i = f l,..., *I, n E E (Z = H or Z = L + f) 
with the anticommutation relations 
{bj(n), bj(m)} =-di,-j6,.-,. (3) 
’ Independent construction of the spinor representation has been obtained by V. G. Kac 
and D. Peterson 128 1 
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The action of the elements of afftne Lie algebra is defined by the quadratic 
expressions in the elements b,(n). We prove in this paper that the spinor 
representations of aftine Lie algebras are either irreducible or have two 
irreducible components, which depends on the form of the Dynkin diagram 
of the algebra. Our method uses an analysis of the following Lie algebra 
[D(m), D(n)] = (n - m)D(m + n) + (l/12)(m3 - m)d,,-,, m, n E J!. (4) 
This algebra is in fact the central extension of the algebra of vector fields on 
the circle. Segal noted that every highest-weight representation of an affine 
Lie algebra can be extended to the semidirect product with the algebra (4). 
In Section I.1 we introduce the Casimir operators C(m), m E L, defined for 
the invariant form ( , ), on the affhre Lie algebra and we show that the 
Segal operators constitute the main parts of the Casimir operators. The 
Casimir operator C(0) had been considered first by Kac in [ 16). In the 
vertex and spinor representations Segal’s operator 
which we call Virasoro operators. Thus 
D(m)=-f + K‘ : h,(k)h,(m -- 
i=l ksZ 
in the vertex representation (see [lo]), and 
admit another realization 
- k): (5) 
D(m) = - s x (k - m/2) :b,(k) b-&n - k): (6) 
i=l kcZ 
in the spinor representation, where dots denote normal ordering (see (1.1.9) 
and (1.3.7)). We will obain easily that the Virasoro operators together with 
the operators of the affine Lie algebra generate the whole operator algebra or 
the direct sum of two operator algebras. It proves that the spinor represen- 
tation is either irreducible or has two irreducible components and each 
irreducible component is isomorphic to the fundamental representation. This 
provides us with an explicit construction of certain fundamental represen- 
tations: four for the type Di”, three for the type Bj”, two for the type Dj:,. 
In the case of affine orthogonal Lie algebras of the types Di” and Diy,, 
we obtain therefore two constructions of the same fundamental represen- 
tations corresponding to the endpoints of their Dynkin diagrams. 
We ascertain the isomorphism between these two constructions in 
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Section 1.4. It turns out that the vertex operators X(a, z), a E F’. z E i \O 
again help to solve the problem. In this case [loll’ = 1 and a runs through the 
orthonormal vectors k/r!, i = l,.... I. of P’, i.e., through fundamental weights 
of the natural 2kdimensional representation of the Lie algebra o(21). Let us 
define the generating function of b,(n), n E Z, by hi(z) = xhEZ b,(n) z-“. 
z E C\O. Then the isomorphism between the vertex and spinor represen- 
tations of the affrne Lie algebra fi(21) follows from the correspondence for 
i = l,..., 1 
where ~~u@e~=(-l)~‘lu@e~, Ni= (hi, yj, L’ E S, yE ZY Under this 
isomorphism the Virasoro operators, D(m), defined in both constructions 
coinside for every m E Z. For the generating functions we have the 
correspondence 
; $ :(/ii(z))‘: t--) - -- 
I-I 
i :6,(z) z $ Fpi(z):. 
i= I ( 1 
(8) 
Comparing the character formulas in the two constructions of the represen- 
tations we obtain Jacobi identities for elliptic e-functions. 
= fJ ( fi (1 + qzm-‘ehi)(l + q2+‘emhi)), 
!!=I 
ifi ( fi (1 _ qz”)-l 23 e’“+l~2~“.q”‘+m) 
n=, ns.z 
(9) 
= h (@iI 5 (1 +qZmm2ehi)(l +q’“e-“0). 
i=l m=l 
When we pass from the affrne Lie algebra of type Dj” to Dial, we have to 
enlarge the spaces of the representations multiplying them by the same space 
V,. This space is interesting by itself, since one can construct there 
irreducible representations of two quite different algebras, namely, the 
Heisenberg algebra, 
[E(m),E(n)]=--2m6,,_.. m,nE2B + 1, 
and the algebra of the anticommutation relations 
{e(m), e(n)} = -2b,,-,, m,nE L. 
(10) 
(11) 
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Comparison of the two corresponding character formulas gives the simple 
combinatorial identity 
Ij (l--q *n--L)-’ = fi (1 +q”). n=l (12) 
In the representation, the operators E(m) can be obtained as quadratic 
expressions of operators e(n), and, on the other hand, the operators e(n) can 
be expressed in terms of Lepowsky-Wilson operators ([ 20, formula in 5.6]), 
if one will substitutes the coefficient 2 for 4. 
In the classical theory one knows a number of special isomorphisms of 
semisimple Lie algebras ([5]). One of them, namely, o(4) z 5[(2) @ 51(2), 
implies the isomorphism of the corresponding affme Lie algebras, i.e. 
@I) s/f(l) + A’l’ 
D:*’ zA{“, ha: 
Another isomorphism of affme Lie algebras, namely, 
no analogue in the classical theory. Thanks to the last 
isomorphism we obtain the spinor constructions of the simplest afftne Lie 
algebra. Using, in addition, the realization of V,, as the space of the 
Heisenberg algebra (10) representation we can realize the basis represen- 
tation of A:” in the space 
qxy, xi )... ] @ A [x: , x: ,... ] @ A [x; ) x; ,... 1, (13) 
where S (resp. A) denotes symmetric (resp. antisymmetric) algebra of 
polynomials in infinitely many variables. One of the applications of the last 
construction will become clear when we pass to the second part of the paper. 
II. One can see from our exposition that the subject and methods of 
Part I are purely algebraic. Our main prolem was to describe two 
constructions of the fundamental representations of affine Lie algebras and 
to find relations between them. However, we did not notice that we get into 
another region, where everybody speaks a different language. In fact it is 
sufficient to change the notation and the terminology and we find ourselves 
among the immense variety of models and insights of particle physics. One 
of the main goals of Part II is to provide both parts with a (brief) dictionary 
which will help to communicate results and ideas of two important areas. 
In a joint paper with V. G. Kac [lo] we already discussed the discovery 
of the vertex operator in the dual-resonance model (see e.g. [21]), which 
plays a crucial role in the construction of the vertex representation. Note that 
the physicists never guessed that the vertex operator can help to construct 
the representation of the infinite-dimensional Lie algebra. The important part 
of the spinor representations was found in the study of some quark models 
[2], although the whole affine Lie algebra of type Di”, the irreducibility of 
the representations, and generalizations to the type Di’:, had not been 
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considered. In both models the Virasoro algebra has been defined and 
studied, e.g., the identity (1.3.18) has been known before (see Footnote 12 in 
121). 
But the most important and deep connection of afftne Lie algebra 
representations wth particle physics concern the quantum field theory in one 
space and one time dimension. The main objects of the quantum field theory 
are Bose fields vi(u) and Fermi fields vi(u), v:(u), u E R. i = l,..., I, which 
satisfy the following relations 
(14) 
Usually physicists consider two copies of these fields defined in two 
independent spaces u E R, c E IF?. Then they introduce physical time and 
space coordinates by u = f + X, c = t -x. The variables u and u are called 
light cone coordinates and (14), (15) are called light cone quantization. The 
use of the light cone coordinates is quite convenient in quantum elec- 
trodynamics at infinite momentum, in parton models and other questions. 
We will use it systematically, and we will deal mainly with one of the two 
light cone coordinates, i.e.. with one-half of physical fields. The canonical 
representation spaces of Bose and Fermi fields are called Fock spaces and 
denoted by 6 and Pi, respectively. Using the fundamental Bose and Fermi 
fields one can construct in Fock spaces a special type of operator, which are 
called currents on the real line with values in a finite dimensional algebra g. 
They satisfy the commutation relations 
IJk(u,),J,,,(u2)] = 2ifk”“J,,(u,) S(u, - u2) + 2i&6,,6’(u, -u,), (16) 
with fkmn the structure constants of g. The Hamiltonians and Lagrangians 
which define field models can be expressed in terms of the current algebra. 
We will consider first light cone models, which comprise one-half of the 
physical picture. We will also introduce a canonical two-dimensional model 
by the assignment of the Lagrangian density 
2(u, u) = J”‘k(U) Jo” + Pk(u) J’,“(u) + g.P’)k(u) J’,z’(u), (17) 
where J(l), J’*’ denote the first and the second copy of the current algebra 
(16), g an arbitrary constant. 
The construction of the current algebra and a great many calculations in 
quantum field theory lead to divergences which physicists skillfully bypass 
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using the following two main ideas. In the first approach they work in the 
spatial box of length L with periodic (antiperiodic) boundary conditions for 
the fields and they take the limit L + +co at the end of all calculations (see 
e.g. [ 1 I). The representation theory of the affine Lie algebras described in 
Part I allows us to obain this approach if we set 
\/;; aup,,j(~) = L hj(ez*iu/L)~ 
v,‘&) = - * ’ 6, j(e2niuil). 
@ 
(18) 
In particular, the exponents of Bose fields can be defined in terms of the 
vertex operator (2). 
1 
_ :e2i\/;;(a.oLtu)). _ 
L 
. - & X(a, eZnirJL). 
The current algebra in the spartial box which is, in fact, a Fourier transform 
of the affme Lie algebra consists of the operators (18) and (20) in Bose 
representation and of the quadratic expressions of the operators (19) in 
Fermi representation. Returning to the discovery of the vertex operator we 
get the formal connection between dual resonance models (which have 
physical dimension essentially bigger than 2) with the two-dimensional field 
models: the underlying mathematical structures are basically the same in 
both theories, though this connection has no physical sense. 
The second appraoch is based on the renormalization procedure of all the 
fields operators by means of introducing a large cutoff constant M. In a 
cutoff field theory all mathematical expressions and manipulations are 
meaningful, at the end we can again take the limit M-+ +co. It turns out that 
the renormalization pocedure can be also obtained from the results of Part I 
if we use the Cayley transform from the circle to the upper half plane, i.e., 
define Bose and Fermi fields by the formulas 
1 
au(Pj(U) = - 
2M 6, Mi-u 
2+vf2+u2 ' Mi+u ' ( 1 
lyi'(u)= * l Jz;; (j&)"' F*j (gf). 
(21) 
(22) 
Note that the cutoff constant M multiplied by i is the image of the origin 
under the Cayley transform. We note that the operators b,.(m), which form 
spinor representations, appeared first in quark models [2]. Thus the quark 
field (i_,(z) can be transformed into the one-half of Dirac-Fermi field, i.e., 
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into the light cone Fermi field vj(u), which again has no physical sense, but 
exhibits the coincidence of mathematical structures. This formal correspon- 
dence was first noticed by Halpern (Appendix B in [ 15 1). 
To obtain the explicit renormalized expressions for currents we develop 
the theory of continuous analogues of the affme Lie algebras. which is quite 
similar to the original theory of afftne Lie algebras. Thus one has a 
continuous analogue of the Heisenberg subalgebra ( 1) 
Ihi( hi(q)l =P 6ijs(P + 4)T (1)’ 
the analogue of the vertex operator, which we call the Mandelstam operator 
xca, w) = (2~) -(ad/2 exp 
(1 -0 1 
( 
.“( 
X exp aexp 
4 




the continuous algebra of anticommutation relations 
(bi(P)9 bj(q)} =-‘i,-j’(P + 4)’ (3)’ 
Discrete and continuous algebras (1) and (l)‘, (3) and (3)’ are related 
among themselves by means of the Laguerre transform. Thanks to this 
transform commutation relations for Mandelstam operators can be obtained 
from those of vertex operators or verified directly (see (23)). 
The above considerations allows us to write down explicit renormalized 
expressions for currents in terms of Mandelstam operators, 
$-X(a. u) =-L f” 2nM+u 2 X(a,z), (23) 
where a,pj(u) = (l/2 fi) I”, h,(p) edipu dp, and NM denotes ordering and 
renormalization determined by a cutoff constant M. (One should understand 
“ordering” and “renormalization” in the sense of the formula (2)‘, N,W is a 
standard notation accepted in physical literature.) Therefore both approaches 
to infrared regularization in quantum field theory can be formulated in the 
framework of afftne Lie algebra representations. Bose and Fermi Fock 
spaces fib and .e from this point of view become completions of the spaces 
of affme Lie algebras representations in the canonical Hermitian structure 
defined in [ 131. The fact that -i;t”b and .e are essentially the same allows us to 
apply different results of Part I to quantum field theory and this gives 
physical meanings to the mathematical statements: Thus the question of 
diagonalization of elements from g @ C d(0) is interpreted now as the 
solution of the generalized light cone sine-Gordon and Thirring models. 
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Two-dimensional canonical models (17) can be written in much simpler form 
due to the connection between the Casimir operators and the Virasoro 
operators; e.g., for the root system of type A ,-, one has 
.qu, 0) = 1 
where rp, = pi” - cpp’, g,. = 2rrg/(l+ l), for the boson model, which is called 
the generalized since-Gordon model and 
&qu, “) = [v’l’+j~uvw”’ + p+~&#2’] +g,,w”‘+pw’2’+w’2’ 
(25) 
for the. fermion model, which is called the generalized Thirring model. But 
the most remarkable application of the affine Lie algebra theory is a result of 
the isomorphism between two construction of representations. It is interesting 
to recall here how the correspondece between the two field models (24) and 
(25) had been discovered in physics. 
In 1975 Coleman [6] established the surprising result that the quantum 
sine-Gordon model is equivalent to the massive Thirring model. Then the 
exact correspondences between sine-Gordon operators and bilinear functions 
of the Fermi operators were listed in the paper [ 191 by Kogut and Susskind. 
Soon afterward, Mandelstam [22] gave the bosonic expression for the Fermi 
field operator itself and obtained therefore a new simple proof of Coleman’s 
equivalence. Halpern in [ 151 extended this correspondence to the SU(N)- 
Thirring model in he cutoff approach. Banks, et al. [l] again undertook the 
study of the SU(N)-Thirring model by considering field operators in the 
spatial box with periodic boundary conditions. They found in particular that 
the SU(2)-Thirring model is equivalent to the theory of a free massless 
scalar field and a sine-Gordon field. Thus the correspondence between 
canonical two-dimensional boson theory (24) and fermion theory (25) was 
established in both approaches. A couple of years later Witten [26] refor- 
mulated these models using 2Ncomponent Majorana fermions instead of 
usual N-component Dirac fermions. In the new form SU(N)-Thirring model 
is naturally extended to the 0(2iV)-model. In particular he found out that the 
O(4)-model is equivalent to two decoupled sine-Gordon system. He 
continued to study the 0(2N)-model with Shankar. Recently Shankar [24] 
using the symmetry of the Dynkin diagram for O(8) has studied a trility 
symmetry of Majorana particle and two kinds of kinks. To date a great 
number of papers have been written about the boson-fermion correspon- 
dence, we have mentioned only a few of them. 
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We give here Halpern’s generalization of the Mandelstam correspondence. 
which becomes now one of the basic results in the two-dimensional quantum 
field theory 
We summarize the above exposition in the following statements: 
(L) The isomorphism of two constructions of the representation of the 
a&e Lie algebra 6(21) given by (7) is one half of the 
Banks-Hon-Neuberger equivalence. Vertex and spinor constructions of the 
afJine Lie algebra representation are the boson and fermion representations 
of one-half of the current algebra in momentum realization, defined in a 
spatial box of length L with periodic boundary conditions. 
(M) The isomorphism of two constructions of the representation of the 
aflne Lie algebra 9(21) given by (7) is a Cayley transform of the one harf 
the Mandelstam-Halpern equivalence (26). Vertex and spinor constructions 
of the aflne Lie algebra representation is the Laguerre transform of the 
boson and fermion representation of one-half of the current algebra in 
momentum realization. 
(L-M) The generalized sine-Gordon model of type A,-, (resp. 0,) is 
isomorphic to the generalized SU(1) (resp. D(21)). Thirring model for ever] 
finite L or M (e.g., (24) is isomorphic to (25)). Two approaches to the 
infrared regularization described above are equivalent in the limits L -+ + 00, 
M+ +a. 
Finally, we consider in the Banks et al. approach one particular model 
containing three fields v/, w+, d defined in the spatial box with antiperiodic 
boundary conditions. The special isomorphism of affme Lie algebras of types 
A’,” and D:2’ allows us to construct an irreducible representation of eI(2)- 
current algebra from fermion-antifermion fields w, v/+ and boson field 4. The 
space of representation is the completion of the space (13). We establish the 
isomorphism of this model with the sine-Gordon model containing one Bose 
field (a defined in the spatial box of double length. The canonical model 
associated with the three-particle representation of the sI(2)-current algebra 
is quite similar with the two-dimensional quantum electrodynamic or 
Schwinger model [ 19 1. 
The plan of the paper is quite simple. It consists of two parts: 
mathematical and physical. Each part contains four sections which are in 
“one-to-one” correspondence. In Section I.1 we describe structural theory of 
afftne Lie agebras, in Section 11.1 we introduce current algebras and define 
the connection between them by means of Laguerre transformation. In 
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Section I.2 we consider vertex representation of affine Lie algebras, in 
Section II.2 we describe boson field representation of the current algebras 
and sine-Gordon model. Section I.3 is devoted to the spinor representation 
and Section II.3 to its physical analogue, fermion field representation. In 
Section I.4 we consider isomorphism between two constructions of represen- 
tations which is known in physics, see Section 11.4, as boson-fermion 
correspondence. Each of the eight sections is divided into two subsections, in 
the first we study simply laced algebras, i.e.. of types AI”. Dj”, Fi”, in the 
second, twisted algebras, i.e., of types A$‘,, Di:‘,, EL*‘. Thus the special 
isomorphism for $2) considered in Section 1.4.2 turns into the equivalence 
between QED-like model and sine-Gordon model in Section 11.4.2. We 
preface the mathematical part with the basic results for simple Lie algebras 
and conclude the physical part with the Appendix about the Laguerre 
polynomials and Bateman k-functions. 
We tried to expose the material in the form understandable for both 
mathematicians and physicists in order to draw their attention to instruments 
of the adjacent science which can be fruitful in their own work. We hope that 
mathematicians will appreciate the variety of different models and 
constructions of two-dimensional field theory and physicists will comprehend 
the unifying picture of some of their discoveries, which is drawn on the 
tested material of the representation theory. 
SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRAS: BASIC RESULTS 
We recall some facts about complex finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras 
and fix the necessary notations. All the details can be found in [5]. 
Let g be a simple Lie algebra over complex field C of one of the types A, 
(1> l), D, (I > 4), E, (I = 6,7,8). Let t, be a Cartan subalgebra of g, A the 
set of roots with respect to h in g, A+ a set of positive roots, l7 = (a, ,..., a/) 
the corresponding set of simple roots, a’ the highest root, Q the root lattice 
spanned by ZZ. Let ( , ) be an invariant symmetric bilinear form on g 
normalized by (a, a) = 2, a EA. We will identify g and g* by means of this 
form. 
Let E: Q X Q + ( f 1 } be a bilinear function satisfying the conditions 
&(a, /I) E(P, a) = (-1)‘“*4’, a,PE Q; (S.1) 
&(a, a) = -1, aEA. c3.2) 
One can easily check that arbitrary assignment of values &(air aj), i <j, 
uniquely determines the function E with such properties. 
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We choose a Chevalley basis l7U {xi, c( E A} in g satisfying the following 
commutation relations ([ 10 1): 
a +p@AU {O). 
[-q&I =E@,p)-~:+~, a+/?EA, 
[ x:,x?,] =-a. 
We define the canonical antilinear involutive automorphism 0 of g by the 
conditions 
&a,) = -a,, ai E n, 
8(x;) = x’, , aEA, 
63.4) 
The invariant subalgebra gc of g with respect to 8 is a compact simple Lie 
algebra. It is clear that ( , ) is invariant with respect to this automorphism. 
We denote by C he Casimir element in the center of the universal 
envelopping algebra of g. Let hi (i = l,..., I) compose an orthonormal basis of 
h. Then we have 
where p = f rasA a. 
Let P be a lattice spanned by fundamental weights 0 = (w, ,..., w,], i.e.. 
2(wi, aj)/(aj, aj) = 6ijF P+ + c P contains elements with nonnegative coef- 
ficient with respect to R. A one-to-one correspondence between elements 
lEP++ and irreducible finite dimensional g-modules V, is classical (see e.g. 
[5]). It is defined by the condition: there is a u, E V.3 such that 
4, = (4 h) uo, hEb, andx’,u,=O, aEd+. 
Let g be a simple Lie algebra of one of the types (i) A,,-, (I > 2) 
(ii) D,, , (I > 3), (iii) E,. Let CJ be the involutive antilinear automorphism of 
g corresponding to the involution of the Dynkin diagram. One has the 
decomposition, with respect to o; 
9 = go + 9’3 (S.6) 
where x E go iff ux = x and x E g’ iff (TX = -x. It is a classical fact (see e.g. 
[5 1) that go is a simple Lie algebra of the types C, (/> 2), B,(I > 3), F4 
corresponding to (i), (ii), (iii), respectively. Let h = ho + h’ be a decom- 
position of a Cartan subalgebra of 5 with respect to c and let l,=dim h. We 
denote by A0 the root system of go with respect to ho, by Q” the root lattice 
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spanned by A’, and by fl= {j?,, /?, ,..., p,} the set of simple roots. Let 
E: Q x Q + (+l) be a bilinear function satisfying the condition (Sl), (S.2) 
and an additional condition 
E(UU, P) = &(a, up) = &(a, P), &PEA. (S.7) 
One can check that arbitrary assignment of values s(ui, aj), i <j, satisfying 
(S.7) uniquely determines the function u with such properties. We can define 
now a bilinear function so: Q” x Q” + ( f 1 } setting 
&“(ap, aj”) = &((ri’ aj). (S-8) 
We will describe now one special construction of a simple Lie algebra 
o(21) (type D,), a simple Lie algebra 0(21+ 1) (type B,) and a simple Lie 
algebra o(21 + 2) with an involution u. Let C(n) denote a Clifford algebra of 
dimension 2” over C, i.e. C(n) is an associative algebra with unit 1 generated 
by the elements ei, i = l,..., n, satisfying the relations 
(ei, ej} = eiej + ejei = -26,, i,j= l,..., n. (S-9) 
We denote by e the complex vector space spanned by (ei);,, . The Clifford 
algebra has a natural Z,-grading 
C(n) = C”(n) @ C’(n), (S. 10) 
in which C”(n) is a subalgebra of C(n) spanned by the products of an even 
number of elements ei, i = l,..., n. We define a bilinear symmetric form in 
C(n) by specifying that the basis (e,,,..., e,,, 1 < i, < ..a < i, < n) be 
orthogonal and that 
leil 
. . . eikr e,, . . . e,,) = 4(-l)k’k+“‘2 (S.11) 
Thus we obtain the decomposition C(n) = Cizo C,(n), where C,(n) spanned 
by products of k different element ei, i = l,..., n. One can verify that the form 
( , ) is invariant, i.e., 
(xIx2~x3)=hx*-%)~ x, 7 -5, X) E C(n). (S. 12) 
We define also a Lie bracket in C(n) as usual 
[x,3x2] =x1x2 -x2x,, x, 7 x2 E C(n). (S.13) 
Now we let n = 21, then C,(21) with Lie bracket (S.13) is isomorphic to a 
simple orthogonal Lie algebra 0(21), and the restriction of the form ( , ) to 
C,(21) is a scalar multiple of Killing form. Let us denote 
bj=)(ej+iej+,),kj=f(ej-iej+,), j = l,..., 1. (S. 14) 
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We choose a Cartan subalgebra h of 0(21), spanned by the orthonormal basis 
hj = +(bmjb, - b,bm i). (S.15) 
One can check easily that the form ( , 1) normed in such a way that 
(a, a) = 2, cz E A, has roots of o(21) with respect to h. 
Let n = 21+ 1; then the space C,(2f + I)@ C,(21+ 1) with the Lie 
bracket (S.13) is isomorphic to a simple orthogonal Lie algebra 0(2/f 2), 
C,(2Z + 1) is isomorphic to subalgebra 0(21+ 1). Z2-grading (S.10) of the 
Clifford algebra provides 0(21+ 2) with the outer involution 
0(21+2)=0(21+ l)@e. (S. 16) 
Note that the Cartan subalgebra h of o(21) will be also a Cartan subalgebra 
of 0(21+ 1). 
Let 13 be a complex conjugation in the space e. It extends to a antilinear 
involutive automorphism of the Clifford algebra and therefore of the simple 
orthogonal algebras constructed above. 
We fix bases in the root systems of types D, and B, as follows: 
IZ(D,) = (a, = h, -h, ,...r a,-, -h,, a,= hl, + h,}, 
l7(B,) = (a, = h, -h, ,..., a,-, = h,-, -h,, a, = h,t. 
(S.17) 
Then the highest weights of standard representations are 
w,(D,)=h,, WIP,) = h, 3 (S.18) 
the weights of semispinor representations of o(21) and spinor representation 
of 0(21+ 1) are 
w,-,(D,) = f(h, + ... + h,_, -h,), 
w,(D,) = $(h, + ... + h,m, + h,), 
a@,) = f(h, + .a* + h/m, + h,). 
(S.19) 
PART I. Two CONSTRUCTIONS OF AFFINE LIE ALGEBRAS 
REPRESENTATIONS 
1. Structural Theory 
1.1. Let IC(t, t-l] be the algebra of Laurent polynomials in the 
indeterminates t and t-’ over the complex field. We define the a&e Lie 
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algebra & associated with a simple Lie algebra g as the finite-dimensional 
vector pace C[t, t-‘1 oc g 0 Cc with the Lie bracket 
[xb4Y(~)] = [X,Yl(n + m) + n&-,(X,Y> c, (.l.l) 
where x,y E g, n, m E Z, x(n) denotes the element f” @ x E 6, and c is a 
central element of 6,. The subalgebra 6 = C [t, tP’1 Oc h 0 CGc is called the 
Heisenberg subalgebra of 6. We will identify g z 1 @ g and call it the scalar 
subalgebra of 6. The subalgebra fi= h 0 Cc is called the Cut-tan subalgebra 
of 8. 
We can extend the canonical automorphism 8 of g to the affine Lie 
algebra & by the following formulas 
m(n)) = (8x)(-n), xEg, nEH, 
e(c) = -c. 
(1.1.2) 
The invariant subalgebra 6, of & with respect o 0 is called the compact 
form of 6. 
Let d(n), n E H, be the derivation of the algebra of Laurent polynomials 
C [t, t-l] defined as t”+’ (d/dt). We can extend it to the derivation of afline 
Lie algeba #i assuming that it acts trivially on the central element. One has 
[d(n), x(m)] = mx(n + m), n, m E Z, XE g. (1.1.3) 
We define a bilinear symmetric invariant form ( , ), on the semidirect 
product 8 @ @ d(n) by the formula 
(x(m) +xoc + Xl d(n),Jo) +yoc +Y, d(n)), 
=~,+k.“(X,~~)+Xo~l+XI~O, (I. 1.4) 
where x, 4’ E g, x0, x1, y,, y, E C. Let 3 denote the Lie algebra spanned by 
the elements d(n), n E Z, with Lie bracket 
[d(n), d(m)] = (m -n) d(n + m), (I. 1.5) 
which is induced by the commutations between t”’ ‘(d/dt) and t”‘+ ‘(d/df). 
For every d = xk uk d(k) E 9, uk E Cc, we can introduce an invariant form 
( , )d= Ckak( , )k in 6 0 Cd. 
The derivation d(0) plays a special role in the structural theory of 6. One 
has a root decomposition with respect o 5 @ C d(0): 
&I=$@ x- w, 
aTi 
(5” = {x E 6: [h, x] = (a, h) x, h E fj @ C d(O)}. (1.1.6) 
d^ is an affine root system and consists of the real roots iR = (nc + a, n E 8, 
580!44!3-2 
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UEA} and the imaginary roots d, = {nc, n E Z\O}. The subset 
IT= (cfo=c-~,cf ,,..., a,} of d^ is a basis of the affme root system. 
Let us consider now t% @ l’c. d(m)-module V with the property that any 
L’ E V is annihilated by all x(n). .Y E g, when n is suficiently large. We 
choose dual bases in 0” and O”‘-” with respect to the form ( , :jm : s,.~. 
x mc-a,i, 1 ,< i < dim 8”. The following endomorphism of V is called the 
Casimir element 
‘tm) = 2c d(m) + i h/(o) hi(m) + 2 az $ Xmcp,,jX,,i + tg(m), (I. 1.7) 
i=I + 1 
where p’(m) = h . d(m) + p(m) Q(m) as in (1.1.1) denotes tm Op. p as in 
(S.5)), h is the Coxeter number. The element C(0) first was considered by 
Kac [ 161. It is convenient to introduce also the operator 
L(m) = C(m) - d(m)(2c + 2h). (I. 1.8) 
which is contained in the algebra generated by 6. This operator has a simple 
form in the Chevalley basis (S.3). Let us define the ordering of two elements 
by 
:x(k) y(n): = x(k) y(n), n > k, 
= $(x(k) y(n) + y(n) x(k)). n = k. (1.1.9) 
= y(n) x(k), n < k. 
Then we have 
L(m)= x ( ; :h,(n) h,(m - n): - y IlEZ i=l ned :x:,(n)x:(m - n):)(I.l.lO) 
Remark. Segal was the first to consider operators L(m) for arbitrary 
m E L (unpublished results). 
Using the same arguments as in [ 171 we obtain the following result: 
PROPOSITION I. 1.11. (i) C(m) commutes with the acrion of6 0 C. d(m) 
in V. 
(ii) Let c be represented by c, Id, co E C, in V. Then 
[L(m), x(n)] = -2(q, + h) nx(m + n), m,nEL. 
Further on we will consider only the &modules in which c is a scalar 
multiple of the identity element. u is called a highest weight vector of V if 
x,u = 0, UEA,. XoEW, 
hv = (A, h) o, h E ij @ C d(0). 
(1.1.12) 
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1 is called a highest weight of V. A highest weight is called a dominant 
integral if for every a E A+, 2@, a)/(~, a) E Z, . Simple &-modules with 
dominant integral highest weight have been classified in [ 161. We let 
b = (do, 6 I,..., G,}, (1.1.13) 
where 2(&, , aj)/(aj, aj) = a,, i,j = 0, l,..., I, then & = d + Const . c, 
Gi = nid + wi + Const . c, n, a positive integer. For example, if @i = 6(21), 
one has from (S.18), (S.19) 
6, = d + h, + Const . c, 
6 ,-,=d+(h,+*-- + h,- , - h,)/2 + Const . c, (1.1.14) 
3,=d+(h,+ **. + h,-, + hJ2 + Const . c. 
A simple highest weight module V with A = Gi is called the fundamental 
module corresponding to the ith point of the Dynkin diagram of 6. We will 
denote it by Vi. V, is also called basic module. Fundamental modules with 
n, = I admit direct constructions which we will consider in the next sections. 
1.2. Let 6 be the affine Lie algebra associated with a simple Lie 
algebra g; i.e., & r C[r, r-‘I@ g @ C(c/2) with a Lie bracket defined by 
(I. 1.1). The subalgebra 6, of 6 consisting of the elements x @ r”, n E Z, 
x E g” x E g’, where iI = 0 for n even and ii = 1 for n odd, is called the aflne 
Lie algebra associated with a simple Lie algebra and involution 6. For any 
x E g, h E S, we denote by x(n/2) the element x”@ t” of &,,. The subalgebra 
6, = 5 n @iv is called the Heisenberg subalgebra of 6, go z 1 @ go is called 
the scalar subalgebra and ijO = ho @ Cc is called the Cartan subalgebra of 
&,,. We denote by 6’~ C[r’, r-*1 Oc go @ C(c/2) the affine Lie algebra 
associated with go. 
We introduce the derivatives of the affine Lie algebra d(n), n E Z, by the 
formula (I. 1.3) and the root decomposition with respect to h, @ C d(0) by 
the formula (I. 1.6). Affme root system a, of 6, consists now of the elements 
(nc, nEfZ\O)U (nc+a, nEZ, aEd’, or nEZ+f, aEd’, a-short}. Then 
ir, = {PO = 42 - Bv, 811***, PIi is a basis of d^,, Z?” = {/IO = c - p, /3, ,..., /-I,} is 
a basis of A’. where pi p” are, respectively, long and short dominant roots of 
AO. 
The Casimir elements C(m) and operators L(m) for &, are defined as in 
Section 1.1 by the formulas (1.1.7) and (1.1.8), respectively, in which h is a 




+ :h,(n) h,(m-n): - x 
,p, asd 
:xf-,(n)xb(m-n):). (1.1.15) 
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One can verify (I. 1.14) using the simple equality 
\’ x’,x’,= \‘ (XY J”(x:)” - 
,;;ido (C-f JO, (x:)“) + 
(1.1.16) 
LIEA 
The generalization of Proposition 1.1.11 for affine Lie algebras 6U is 
certainly valid as the proof does not depend of the type of afftne root system. 
Dominant highest weight modules for afftne Lie algebras &,, and 6,” are 
defined as in Section 1.1. We denote by fi, a basis dual for fi,, and by fi” a 
basis dual to l?” in both cases Go = d + Const . c. For example, if 
6,,= @*‘(21+ 2), one has from (S.18), (S.19) 
h,=d+ (h, + .‘a + h/)/2 + Const - c (1.1.17) 
for 8,” = a(21 + 1); 
G,=d+h,+Const-c, 
&=d+(h, + .a- + h,)/2 + Const . c. 
(1.1.18) 
2. Vertex Representations of Aflne Lie Algebras 
2.1. We recall first the main construction of [lo]. Let P be a weight 
lattice in h. The pair (&, P) with the action of P on & defined below is called 
the Heisenberg system associated with a lattice P; i.e., one has 
Ih W, Mn)l = m 6,,-,h hd c, h,,h,Eb, 
A(h) = h - (h, A) c, A E P. 
(1.2.1) 
Let E : P x P + T, T = {z E C : ]z ( = 1 } be a bilinear function, then 
&(A, 0) = &(O, a) = 1, 
E&/l) = &(-1,/d-’ = &(A, -p)-’ = &(-A, -/I), APEP 
(1.2.2) 
Let S(5 -> denotes a symmetric algebra of 5 - and C[P] be a group 
algebra of I? We construct an irreducible projective representation with the 
cocycle E of the Heisenberg system (5, P) in the space V = S(B-) @ C[P] in 
a standard way: 
h(m) . v @ c’ = m(a,, -mju) @ e-‘, m > 0; 
h(-m) . u @ e-’ = (h(-m) u) @ eA, m > 0; 
h(O) . u @ eJ = 0 @ (a,$) = (h, A) u @ e.l; 
~.~VO-‘=E~~,~)LIO~‘+‘, 
c . 17 @ e.’ = 1’ @ e-‘, 
(1.2.3) 
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where 1, ,U E P. u E S($j -). We obtain immediately that 
and also 
p * (2, * (J-1 * (P . L’))) = d/9 A) a cl) - ’ 0, v E v. (1.2.5) 
We define now a positive Hermitian structure ( , ) in V. First note that 
S(Sj -) has a unique Hermitian structure so that 
h* = -Oh, h E ti\h 
(1, 1) = 1, 
(1.2.6) 
where * denotes Hermitian conjugation. We set 
(uO~~,uOe’)=(u,u).6,,, u,u E q-j, I,P E P. (1.2.7) 
We denote by V’ the space of formal infinite sums of elements from V. 
Then the Hermitian scalar product ( , ) can be extended to the pairing of V 
and I”. 
Let r be a lattice satisfying the condition 
QcrcP. (1.2.8) 
We will consider the decomposition P = P, UP, U . -. into the orbits of r, 
P, = r. Let us consider the restriction of our representation V to the 
Heisenberg system (5, r). The space V is decomposed into the direct sum of 
the representations V = V, 0 V2 0 ..a according to the orbit decomposition 
of P; i.e., V, = S(b-) @ C[P,], where C[P,] = &,,, Ce”. 
In this paper we will consider only the lattice r satisfying the properties 
6) (A, P) E & APEr 
(ii) for every orbit P, of r, either 
(WE& LET, PEP,, or 
(1.2.9) 
(n,pu> E L + 4, A E r, p E P,. 
DEFINITION. The operator X(u, z): Vk -+ Vi, p E r, z E C\O, defined by 
the formula 
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X(4 z) = exp f c,+n) 
( n=l * ) 
exp(ln z . ~(0) + ,u) 
cl; 
(1.2.10) 
is called the vertex operator. 
Vertex operators play an important role in the dual resonance theory (see 
(21 I). Note that the first and the last factor of (1.2.8) act only in S(!$ -) and 
the middle factor only in C[P,] by 
exp(ln z . ~(0) +p) e’ = ~(“~~)+(r~“)‘Z~‘+w. (1.2.11) 
We define now the operators 
X,(p) v = R-5; (Np, z) v . z-l), VE Vk, (1.2.12) 
where n E Z (resp. Z + 4) if (r, Pk) c H (resp. Z + i). The formulas (1.2.10). 
(1.2.11) imply that X(,u, z) v . z”-’ can have only a finite pole at z = 0, 
therefore X,,(D) is a well-defined operator in V,. We introduce also the 
operators depending on the cocycle E, 
mj4 z) = x(4 z) E,, Tlcu) = Klo1) E,. (1.2.13) 
Now we will find the commutation and anticommutation relations between 
these operators. We let 
J% P, z, zo) = qk z) mp, zo): EA +u (1.2.14) 
PROPOSITION 1.2.15. Let 1, ,u E r and v E vVk. One has 
(i) X’@, z) X’@, z) = &(A, ,u)(z - z~)(~~~)(zz~)-(~~~)‘* X’(A, p, z, zO), 
where IzI > 1~~1. 
(ii) rf.s(L,,~) E(U, A)-’ = &(-l)‘-k*u’ then 
[q/l), xcjl, z”], 1’ = &(A, p) *f$; ((z - zg)(.l.r’)(zzg)-(,~‘L1):‘* 
x xyn, ,u, z, zo) v - z”- ‘), 
where [ , ]- = [ , ] denotes commutator, [ , ] + s ( , ) denotes anticom- 
mutator. 
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Proof. Part (i) follows from the equalities 
exp(ln z . A(0) + A) exp(ln z0 . p(O) + p) 
= 
( 
zz il )LW/? exp(ln z . A(0) + In z0 . flu(O) + A + p). 
(ii) lx,@), X’CU, 41, v = jR, X’(,i, z)Xe@, zo) U . Z”-’ dz 
-!‘R~*XFOI,~O)X~(ji,~)tl.z”-‘dz,whereR,>Jz,(>R,. 
Now (i) implies that the integrands are equal and its analytical continuation 
inside the ring has only one finite pole at z = zO. 
Let us choose r= P, and let restriction E to Q x Q satisfy the properies 
(S.l), (S.2), then we have [lo]: 
THEOREM 1.2.16. Let the action of the Heisenberg algebra 5 is defined 
by the formulas (1.2.3) in V,. We define the action of x:(n) E i%, a E A, 
n E L as the action of the components of the vertex operator Fn(a). Then Vk 
is a fundamental module of 6, V, is a basic module, and we have 
X* = -ex , XE 6. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 1.2.15 (ii) and calculations 
of Res in z=z,,. See [lo] for details. 
We note that the vertex operator T(a, z) defines the action of the formal 
sum CnEbxz(n)z-“: V,-+ Vi. Many formulas in the vertex representation 
admit a simpler version using the formal sums. We denote 
x’(z) = C x(n) zpn, x E g, z E c\o. 
nsz 
(1.2.17) 
Now we will introduce the Virasoro algebra which was considered first in 
the dual resonance theory (see e.g. [21]). 
D(m) = -f y + :h,(k) h,(m -k):, 
k= i% 
m E Z, (1.2.18) 
in which {hi}:, , is an orthonormal basis of h. We can also write (1.2.18) 
using the notation of (1.2.18). 
b(z) = -f x :lif(z):. (1.2.19) 
i=l 
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One can notice from the definition of the Virasoro operators that they 
consist only of a part of the Segal operators (1.1.10). However, in the vertex 
representation they are proportional. 
PROPOSITION 1.220. (i) D(m) = -[ l/2(/1 + l)] r(m), in rr+rich h is a 
Coxeter number of g. 
(ii) [D(m), x(k)] = kx(m + k), XE 9. 
(iii) [D(m), D(k)] = (k - m) D(m + k) + (1/12)(m3 - m) 6,.-, 
Proof. We will prove (i) by the direct verification, (ii) follows from (i) 
and (I. 1.1 I), the proof of (iii) can be found in [lo]. 
The proof of (i) is based on the following equality for every a E A 
:X(a, z) xy-a, z) + X(-a, z) lqcf, z): = -:2(z):. (1.2.21) 
We then obtain statement (i) from the definitions of D(m) and L(m), and the 
classical equation C, Ed a2 = 2h Cf=, hf. 
Let ]z] > ]zO ] then the left side of (1.2.2 1) can be transformed as follows 
lim (F(a, z) F(-a, zo) +x(-a, z) F(a, zO) + 2 f L-rL() nz-“ZIf) n=1 
= lim “’ 
L-LO (z - zo)2 
(-X(a, -a, I, zo) -X(-a, a, z, zo) + 2) 
1 
=-- zf ‘(X(a, - 
2 ( 1 
a, z, zo) +x(-a, a, 4 zo)) ll=-.o 
= - 3 
( 1 
z $ (C(z) X(a, -a, z, zo) + X(a, -a, z, zo) c?+(z) 
- C-(z) x(-a, a, z, zo) - X(-a, a, z, zo) a’+(z)) ( =LO 
= -(a-- (zo) ii + ii a’+ (zo)), 
in which C?(Z) = Z-(z) + a’+(z), G-(z) E 8 -, C(z) E !$ ’ 0 h. 
Theorem 1.2.16 and Proposition 1.2.20 imply in particular that any 
element H of the scalar subalgebra g @ C d(0) acts in the vertex represen- 








1 a,F(a,z) $, (1.2.22) 
U.ZA I 
where a, aj, a, E 6. If the projection of H to g is semisimple. then there 
exists g E G and H’ E h @ @ d(0) that H = Ad g . H’. This fact and simple 
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spectral decomposition of H’ allows one to find the spectrum of an arbitrary 
operator of the form (1.2.22). 
2.2. Now we recall the construction of [ 111. Let P” be a weight 
lattice of go in hR. Let co: PO X PO + T, be a bilinear function. The represen- 
tation of the Heisenberg system (Q,, P”) is defined by the formulas (1.2.3) 
with m E fZ, in the space v” = S(s;) @ C[P”], provided with Hermitian 
structure analogues to (1.2.6). 
Let I- be a lattice and Q” c p c PO. Let P” = Py UP! U -.- be a decom- 
position into the orbits of r, F’ = Vy @ V; @ . . . be a corresponding decom- 
position into the irreducible representations of (&,, PO). We will assume that 
p satisfies (1.2.9). Let r be a lattice, Q c l-c P, such that its projection on 
b” is p. 
DEFINITION. The vertex operator X”(u, [): V;: --t V;‘, ,u E r, <E C\O, 
defined by the formula 




n=1 n ( 1) 2 * 
(1.2.23) 
Note that if p E p, then p(n/2) = 0 for n E 2H + 1 and we obtain 
X”(u, LJ =X@, <*). We also define 
X*‘(u, [) = X”(u, [)E$ and X@), XYP), X”‘(J, 4 z, zo> 
as above (see (1.2.12)-(1.2.14)). One has the generalization of 
Proposition 1.2.15 (i) (see [ 111). 
xyn, r) ryu, C) = &O(AO, p”)([ - ~o)‘Aqc + co)(A*O(w)) 
x (rro) -(Ao*w o)Xor(k Pc1, c Co), (1.2.24) 
where I[] > ]co]. It implies an analogue of (1.2.15) (ii). 
Let us choose p = P” and let restriction so to Q” X Q” be a projection of 
the cocycle E on Q x Q satisfying (S.7). Then we have [ 111: 
THEOREM 1.2.25. Let the action of the Heisenberg algebra 5, be defined 
bJ7 the formulas (1.2.3) in c. We define the action of x;(n) E eO, a E A, 
n E 4.Z by the components of the vertex operator XT(a). Then V, is a 
fundamental module of go, y is a basic module, and we have 
x* = -8x 7 XE 6,. 
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We denote 
thus for X’E go one has +?((y’) = ?‘(JJ. We introduce the Virasoro operators 
D(m), m E L, by the formula 
B(C2) =- 4 $ :(/g(g)*:. 
ikl 
(1.2.27) 
Using the same arguments as above we obtain exact generalization of 
Proposition 1.2.20. Note that the Coxeter numbers for g and go coincide. 
3. Spinor Representations of Orthogonal Affine Lie Algebras 
3.1. We will describe in this section another construction of the 
vertex representations of orthogonal affine Lie algebras given in [9]. This 
construction is analogous to the construction of the spinor representations of 
the simple Lie algebras [5]. We will begin with the type Dj” (Note that 
D3zA3, D2zAl +A,. In the last case the Lie algebra so(4, C) is not 
simple, nevertheless all the results are still valid in this case as well.) 
Let C(Z”) denote an infinite-dimensional Clifford algebra generated by 
elements e,(m), i = I,.... n; m E Z. in which Z denotes either Z or Z f +. 
satisfying the relations 
{e,(k), ej(m)l = e,(k) ej(m) + ej(m) e,(k) 
= -26ij6,,-,, i,j= 1 ,..., n; k,m E Z (1.3.1) 
We define a X,-grading C(Z”) = C’(Z”) @ C’(Z”) as usual (see S. 10). We 
denote by (5 the complex vector space spanned by e,(m), i = l,..., ; m E Z. 
Let f? be an antilinear involutive automorphism of e defined by 
@(e,(m)) = ei(-m). (1.3.2) 
It extends naturally to the Clifford algebra C(Zn). 
Let n = 21. We define the simple C(Z*‘)-module, which we denote by 
V(Z’), as follows. Let 
bj(m) = (ej(m) + iej+ +im))/2, 
b-j(m) = (ej(m) - iej+ ,(m))/X j = l,..., I; m E z. 
(1.3.3) 
Then for these elements the only nonzero anticommutators are 
(hi(m), b-j(-m)} = --I, j = f l,..., *I; m E Z. (1.3.4) 
We call bj(m), m < 0, b,(O), j < 0, creation operators and bj(m), m > 0, b,(O). 
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j > 0 annihilation operators, in whch j = I,..., 1; m E Z. We define V(Z’) to 
be the free module generated by the creation operators acting on the vacuum 
vector vO. The action of C(Z”) is defined by the condition 
bj(m) u0 = 0, bj(m) an annihilation operator. (1.3.5) 
V(Z’) has a natural Z,-grading compartible with the Hz-grading of C(Z”); 
i.e., V(Z’) = P(Z’) 0 V’(Z’), P(Z’) = CO(Z*‘) uo. 
We define now a positive Hermitian structure ( , ) in V(Z’) by the 
characteristic conditions 
b:(m) = -O(bj(m)) = -Lj(-m), j = f l,..., *I, m EZ, 
(vo, vo) = 1. 
(1.3.6) 
Let r = C”, aiei E e, ai E 6. We denote by r(n) the element xi:, aiei(n). 
We introduce the normal ordering of two elements of G similar to (I. 1.9) 
:r(k) s(n): = r(k) s(n), n > k, 
= (r(k) s(n) - s(n) r(k))/& n = k, (1.3.7) 
= -s(n) r(k), n < k. 
We wll consider o(21) realized as a linear subspace of the Iinite- 
dimensional Clifford algebra C(21) with the Lie bracket (S. 13). Let r, , r2 E e, 
then x = :r, r2: belongs to 0(21), where :r, r2: = (r, r2 - r,r,)/2. We define 
x(m) = r :r,(k) r2(m - k):, m E h. 
k= 
(1.3.8) 
This operator is well defined in V(Z’), because for every u E V(Z’) only a 
finite number of terms in (1.3.8) does not annul v. We write, as in (1.2.17), 
F(z)= r r(n)z-“, r E e. 
nzz 
(1.3.9) 
Then (1.3.8) can be written in the form 
T(z) = :71(z) T;(z):. (1.3.10) 
The formal operators F(z), x’(z) acts from V(Z’) to its dual V(Z’)’ as the 
operator in (1.2.17). 
PROPOSITION 1.3.11. One has a representation of 0(21) in V(Z’) defined 
by (1.3.8), c acts as the identity operator, and also 
X* = -8x 3 x E 9(21). 
Proof. To prove the first statement it is sufficient to verify the 
commutation relations (I. 1.1) for monomials x = r, r2 E 0(21), 
y = s,s2 E 0(21), m, n E Z. This verification is similar to the proof of the 
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commutation relations of the Virasoro algebra (cf. [ 101). For s E e. II E Z 
one has 
I-e>, s(n) I = \’ 
kfi 
r,(k){rz(m - k). s(n)} - P,(k), +)I r&n -k) 
= r,(m + n)(r2, s) - (r,, s) r2(m + n)= [x, s](m + n). (1.3.12) 
Then we obtain 
W),Y(~)l = zz :(lx(m), s, &)I m - k) 
+ s,(k)[x(m), s2(n - k)]): + Const S,,_, 
= k;z :([.w, lb + k) s*(n - k) 
+ s,(k)[x, s,](m + n - k)): + Const a,,_, 
= [x,y)(m + n) + Const a,,_,. (1.3.13) 
Finally using definitions (S.9), (S. 11) we calculate the constant in (1.3.13) 
(uo, x(m)JJ(-m) 00) = ( vi), \‘ r,(k) r*(m -k) O<k(tll 
= ~rlszlir*sl~>=m(x,~), m > 0. (1.3.14) 
The last statement follows from (1.3.6). 
In the spinor representation we again can extend the action of affine Lie 
algebra 6(21) to the semidirect product with the derivation algebra a using 
the Segal operators (1.1.10). However, as in the case of vertex represen- 
tations we will obtain a simpler form of these operators. This reduction will 
allow us to decompose V(Z’) into irreducible components. 
We call the Virasoro operators the following endomorphisms of V(Z’): 
Di(m) = - \‘ (k - m/2) :b,(k) be,(m - k):, 
k% 
ME 2, 
D(m) = i Di(rn), 
(1.3.15) 
i= I 
or as the formal series 
b,(z) = - :&(z) z $ Ki(z): 
( 1 
=-+:S,Cz) (z$6i(z)) - (z$bi(z)) F-i(Z):. 
I 
(I 3 16) 
. . 
b(z) = i- b,(z). 
,r, 
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Definition (1.3.15) implies the following equality 
[D(m)9 b*i(n)l =-r (k-m/2)(bi(k)(b-i(m -k), *i(n)} 
kfi 
(1.3.17) 
- ibi(k)l b*,(n)} ki(m - k))= (n + m/2) b*i(m + ?I)* 
The construction of the affine Lie algebra a(2Z) and the equality (1.3.17) 
imply immediately that the Virasoro operators define the representation of 
the derivation algebra a. As in Section 2 (1.2.21) we obtain that the are 
scalar multiples of the Segal’s operators. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.18. (i) D(m) = -[1/2(/r + l)] L(m), in which h = 
21-- 2 is a Coxeter number of ~$21). 
(ii) [D(m), x(k)] = kx(m + k), x E o(21). 
(iii) [D(m), D(k)] = (k - m) D(m + k) + (l/12)(m3 -m) a,.-,. 
Proof: Statement (ii) follows from (1.3.17) and also from (i). We will 
prove now the statement (i)‘), leaving the verification of (iii) to the reader. 
We will see in the next section that (iii) follows from (1.2.21 iii). 
We verfy first the following equality 
:(:&(z) F-,(z) iTpi( :6,(z) K,(z):): = -2 :6,(z) (z-g) bei(z (1.3.19) 
Let us set Fi(z) = 6:(z) + 6;(z), in which 




b,(-n) Z”, z=z+;. 
Then one has 
{s:(z)9 61i(zO)} =&V 
0 
&+(z+zo), Z=L 
c= (LZoy, z = E + f 
We can transform the left side of (1.3.19) as follows: 
’ The statement (i) probably was first proven by S. Mandelstam (see Footnote 12 in 115 I). 
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lim 
I-lZo [ 
(6i(z) 6’ i(z) - J-j(Z) Fi(z))(6i(z,) 6’ i(zg) - 6m i(zl)) 6i(zl))) - &] 
+ siCz) 61i(zO) 6’i(z) Fi(zO) - tz ~~01~] 
= lim L (6i(z) 6Ti(zO) + 61 i(Z) Fi(zO) Z+Lg z - z. 
- ‘- i(‘O) 6iCz) - Fi(zO) 6’ AZ) + cz JIOl* - tz ~~0)~ ] 
= -2 :&(z) z g cTpi(z):* 
( 1 
Similar transformations give another equality: 
:(6,(Z) 6*j(z))(6_i(Z) ~*j(Z): + :(&i(Z) ~~j(Z) 6,(Z) 6*j(z)): 
= -:(/ii(z) f igz))2:, (1.3.20) 
where i,j > 0, i #j. Now the simple identity Ci,,j (hi + h,)’ + 
xi, j (hi - A,)’ = (21- 2) xi=, hf completes the proof of (i). 
It follows from the proof of Proposition 1.3.18 (i) that the operators Di(m) 
defined in (1.3.15) can be constructed from the operators of the algebra 
0(21). This fact is essential in the proof of the next result. 
THEOREM 1.3.2 1. Each of the spinor representations of 9(21) in the 
spaces V( Z ‘) and V((Z + l/2)‘) is decomposed info two irreducible 
components according IO its L,-grading. One has V”((Z + l/2)‘) z V,(D~“) 
V’((Z + l/2)‘) z V,(Di”), p(Z’) z V(Di”), VI(‘) z V,-,(D)‘)) and L’,,, 
b-,(O) ~)o, t’o, b-,(O) 00, are, respectioeiy, highest weight ejectors. 
Proof. Let us consider the one-dimensional groups generated by the 
operators Dj(0), j = l,..., 1. Their action on the elements of the Chevalley 
basis of a(2r) is the following: 
eirDj(0) 1 btj(n) b,(m -n)) eCirDj”‘= x e*i’“b,j(n) b,(m - n), (1.3.22) 
tlEZ IIEZ 
where k = f l,..., *I, j = l,..., 1; k # d. 
The Fourier transform by r of the right side of (1.3.22), provides us with 
the elements b,j(n) b,(m - n). The union of these elements for arbitrary 
m E 2, n E 2, k = f l...., f 1, certainly generates C”(Z’) the even component 
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of the Clifford algebra. This subalgebra obviously has two irreducible 
components in V(Z’) according to its Z,-grading. Now recalling the fact that 
the operators Di(0), i= l,..., 1, are generated by 9(21), and consequently the 
whole C’(Z*‘), we obtain that 6(21) has at most two irreducible components 
in V(Z’). On the other hand, it obviously preserves H,-grading; this proves 
the first part of the theorem. 
To prove the second part of the theorem one has to verify (I. 1.12) and 
compare the highest weight with (1.1.14). Note that 
h,(O) v. = \’ :b- i(k) 6,(-k): 
k’;; 
v. = 0, z=z++, 
(1.3.23) 
I = p,, z= z. 
Therefore 
ha, = (c.5,. h) vo, M.,(O) v. = (O,, h) b-,(O) vo, Z=H+f, 
hv, = (O[, h) vo, 0 hb-,(0) v. = (6 ,-I, h) 6-,(O) vo. z = E, 
where h E fi @ Cd, 6,. &,-, , 6, are given by (I. 1.14). From the definition 
(1.3.8) one gets 
x(m) v = 0, m > 0, x E 0(2f), 
where v = uo, or v = 6-,(O) v,, and also x(0) v = 0, x E 0(21)“, a E A+. This 
completes the proof. 
Propositions 1.3.18 and 1.3.11 imply that any element H of the scalar 
subalgebra o(21) 0 C d(0) acts as the operator 
“=I,. /G(z) (z;) e’(z); + :~(z)h’(z):~ $, 
where Z(z) = {e’,(z) ,..., e;(z), g-,(z) ,..., 6,(z)}, A E ~(21). If the projection of 
H to ~(21) is semisimple then we can fiid g E 0(21), H’ E $ @ C d(0) so that 
H = adg. H’ and obtain a spectrum of H. The spectral decomposition of H 
also has a very simple form: Each operator hi(m), m < 0, has to be replaced 
by ( gbj)(m), where gbj denotes the natural representation of the group O(21). 
In the case Z = S, to complete the picture, we have to add that the product 
of b,(O) transformed by the 2’.dimensional spinor representation. 
3.2. In this section we will construct spinor representations of the 
afftne Lie algebra a’2’(21 + 2). In the preceding section we have already 
obtained the spinor representation of its subalgebra 8(21). The next step is 
the construction of the spinor representation of the intermidiate afftne Lie 
algebra a,(21 + 1). To this end we define the simple C(Z”+‘)-module, which 
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we denote by V(Z’), as follows. Let C(Z) be an infinite-dimensional Clifford 
algebra generated by elements e(m). m E Z(e := e2,+ ,). We call e(-m). 
m > 0. creation operators and e(m), m > 0, annihilation operators, m E Z. 
As above we define V(Z+) to be the free module generated by the creation 
operators. Then the action of C(Z) is completely defined by the conditions 
e(m) v0 = 0, m > 0, (1.3.24) 
e(0) u. = iv,. (1.3.25) 
Let V(Z’) = V(Z’) @ V(Z + ), and let the representation of 0(2/f 1) is 
constructed by the formula (1.3.8), where x E 0(21+ 1). The analogues of 
Propositions 1.3.11, 1.3.18 and Theorem 1.3.21 and valid for e)(21+ 1). We 
obtain 
THEOREM 1.3.26. The spinor representation of 0(21+ 1) in the space 
v((H + l/2)‘) is decomposed into two irreducible components according to its 
L,-grading, and is irreducible in the space v((h’). One has 
and v,, b-,(O) q,, v,, are, respectively, highest-weight vectors. 
Proof. Thanks to identity (1.3.19) the operators Oj(0), j = l,..., I preserve 
irreducible components of v(Z’) and, by the same arguments as we used in 
the proof of Theorem 1.3.21, the operators bkj(n) b,(m - n), b,,(n) e(m - n) 
preserve it as well. These elements certainly generate C”(Z2’-‘). For 
Z = Z + l/2, C”(Z2’+ ‘) preserves Z,-rading of v(Z’), therefore the spinor 
representation of B(Z”+ ’ ) preserves Z,-grading of v(Z’), therefore the 
spinor representation of a(2/ + 1) has two irreducible components. However. 
for Z = B, C?(Z”+‘) contains thje element e(0) and mixes the two 
components of v(Z’). In this case the spinor representation of 9(2Z + 1) is 
irreducible. 
The calculations of the highest weights of three irreducible representations 
are the same as for b(21). We have hv, = (Go, h) v,, hb-,(0) u, = 
(6,,h) b-,(O) vo, Z= Z + l/2, and hv,= (G,, h) vo, Z= Z, where 
hE$@Cc,C,,&,aregivenby (1.1.18). Q.E.D. 
The last step in the construction of the spinor representation of 
a”‘(21 + 2) is the construction of the action of elements x(m), x E e, 
m E r” + ).We enlarge again the Clifford algebra C(Z2’+‘) to the algebra 
c(z2’+ ’ 0 Z’) = C(Z2’+‘) @ C(Z’), where Z’ is>he complement of Z to ;Z. 
We define the simple C(Z”+’ @ Z’)-module V(Z’) as the tensor product 
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@?‘) @ V(Z!+j. For x = r E e, we define the action of x(m) E a’*‘(21 + 2) 
m E ;Z + f in @Z’) by the formula 
x(m) = 1 r(k) e(m - k), mET+j. (1.3.27) 
ke.Z 
PROPOSITION 1.3.28. One has a represenfation of 0(21+ 2) in p(Z’) 
defined by (1.3.8), (1.3.27), c acts as Id/2, and also 
X* = -8x 3 x E W(21+ 2). 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as for (1.3.11). We will verify 
the commutation relations (1.1.1) for x(m) defined by (1.3.27), 
WV@) = CkEZ s(k) e(n - k), m, n E Z + f. One has 
[x(m), s(j)] = r 
k’;i 
[r(k) e(m - k), s(j)] = (r, s) e(m +j), j E Z, 
[x(m), e(j)] = kTz [r(k) e(m - k), e(j)] = -Mm +A, jE Z’, 




(-{r, s} e(m + k) e(n - k) + s(k)(-2r(m + n -k)) 
= s :r(m+n-k)s(k)-s(k)r(m+n-k):+d,,-,.Const 
keZ 
= [r, s](m + n) + 6,,-, . Const. 
We calculate the constant as in (1.3.14): 
(~,,x(m)~(--m) uo) = NO, r r(k) e(m - k) x s(-k) e(-m + k)u,) 
Q<k<m O<k<m 
= (-2) m{r,s} = m(x,y), m > 0. (1.3.30) 
We now define the Virasoro operators in V(Z’) 
D(m) = + D,(m), m E Z, (1.3.3 1) 
,TO 
Do(m) = 1 (k-m/2) :e(k) e(m - k):, 
keU2 
m E Z, (1.3.32) 
580144 ‘3~3 
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where oi(m), i = l,.... 1, have been defined above. Then the analogue of 
Proposition 1.3.18 is valid: in particular, we have 
D(m) = - 
1 
~ L(m), 2(h + 1) 
(1.3.33) 
where h = 21 is a Coxeter number of 0(21+ 1). Finally we state the analogue 
of (1.3.21), (1.3.26): 
THEOREM 1.3.34. Fach of the spinor representations of a”‘(21 + 2) in 
f4f.e space QZ’) and V((Z + l/2)‘) is irreducible. One has i;‘(Z’) z V,(DJy,), 
V((H + l/2)‘) z V,(Diy,) and v0 is the highest vector. 
Proof. The proof is the same as in 1.3.21 except of the point that 
CO(Z2’f ’ @Z’) contains the element e(O), and therefore mixes 
L,-components of v(Z’). It gives the irreducibility. The highest weights &,, 
&I of dt2’(21 + 2) and of a(21) coincide by (I. 1.14), (I. 1.17); this implies the 
equivalence. 
4. Isomorphism between the Two Constructions of Representations 
4.1. In the Sections 2 and 3 we have introduced two constructions of 
the fundamental representations of affine Lie algebras of type Df”, D):, 
corresponding to endpoints of their Dynkin diagram. In this section we will 
establish isomorphism between these constructions. 
We choose E: P x P+ T, where P is a weight lattice of 0(2f), as follows. 
We note first that Q c Z’ c P, where Z’ is an integer lattice spanned by the 
orthonormal basis (hi}:=, of h. We define 
c(hi, hi) = 1, i <j, 
zzz -1, i >j, 
(1.4.1) 
and extend it by the bilinear condition to E: Z’ x S’ + (f 1 }. One can verify 
easily that E satisfies the conditions (S.1) and (S.2) on Q x Q. One can 
extend E to P x P with values in T, in an arbitrary way. 
Evidently P’ has two orbits in P, which we denote by P,, and P,, 
(P12 E Z’). We consider the infinite-dimensional spaces 
v,, = W-)0 CP,*I and Vj, = S(&) @ C[P,,], and define the vertex 
operators X’(fh,, z) by te formula (1.2.10) in these spaces. We can define 
the decomposition 
X’(*hi, Z) = x F”(+hi) Z-", 
ItEZ 
(1.4.2) 
where Z= Z for V,z (because (P,z, Z’) c Z) and Z = Z + + for I’>, 
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(because (PJ4 H’) c Z + f) as in Section 2. Proposition 1.2.15 implies the 
following anticommutation relations 
Let us set 
vo= 1 @ 1 in V,,, vo= 1 @e”’ inV,,. (1.4.4) 
Then one can check easily that for n > 0, 1 < i < 1, 
Xi( +hi) Vg = 0, qJhi) 00 = 0. (1.4.5) 
Since we have in V,, that Fn(+hi) 1 @ 1 = Res,,,(exp C,“=, (z"/m) 
(fh,(-m))l @ 1 * z’12 . z ‘-‘)=O, for nEZ +4, n>O, and similar for VJ4. 
Therefore, if we set (for n E Z) 
hi(n) = XL(hi)v b-i(n) =X’,(-hi)7 (1.4.6) 
then the properties (1.4.3) and (1.4.5) of X;(+hi) imply that hi(n), n E E, 
i = f l,..., *I, satisfy conditions (1.3.4) and (1.3.5) of the preceding section. 
THEOREM 1.4.7. Under the ident@kation (1.4.4) and (1.4.6) we obtain the 
isomorphism of 8(21)-modules 
V((S + l/2)‘) z V,*, V(P) z v34, 
where the correspondence of the Chevalley basis elements of 0(21) is given 
by the formulas: 
v 
kz 
b,(k) b-j(m - k) = X’,(hi - hj), icj, (1.4.8) 
v b,i(k)b,j(m-k)=Xi(k(hi+ hj)), 
ky2 
i<j, (1.4.9) 
1 :b,(k) bpi(m - k): = h,(m). (1.4.10) 
kei? 
Proof. Equation (1.4.8) follows immediately from the fact 
F(hi, Z) A?(-hi, Z) = c(hi, -hj) X(h, - hj, z) and definition (1.4.1) of E; 
(1.4.9) is similar. 
To prove (1.4.10) we note that 
:E,(Z,) di(Zg): = !\: (F(hi, Z) r(-hi, ZO) -f (Z, ZO)), 
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f(z, zo) = (z-‘zJ’* + (z- ‘zop2 + . . . 
= (z- ‘zo)‘i2/( 1 - z Izo) = (zzJ”*/(z - zo), 
when n E L + r, and f(z, z,,) = i + ZY’Z,, + (z-‘z,,)* +I.. . = l/( 1 - z-‘zO) 
- 4 = f(z + z,,)/(z - z,J, n E Z. Using (1.2.15) (i) we obtain 
lim (“g)“’ 
L -rLg ( 
-X(hi, -hi,z,zo)-@q 
z - z. z - z. 
= f ((ZZJQ(hi, -hi, ‘3 ‘0) - (zzO)“2 li=.70= Ki(zO)7 
when n E E + f, and similar for n E E. 
Now the main statement of the theorem follows from the theorems (1.2.16) 
and (1.3.21), which claim that the spaces in consideration are pairwise 
decomposed in the same fundamental 0(21)-modules. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.11. The fwo definitions (1.2.18) and (1.3.15) of the 
Virusoro operators D(m), m E E, acting on 6(21)-modules V((H + i)‘), V(Z’) 
and VIZ, V3.,, respectively, coincide under the isomorphism given in (1.4.7). 
ProoJ The proof follows from Theorem 1.4.7 and the propositions 
(1.2.20) and (1.3.18). 
Remark 1.4.12. Note that the correspondence of the Chevalley bases 
(1.4.8b(I.4.10) of 0(21) in the two realizations and the extension of this 
correspondence to 5 (1.4.11) does not imply (1.4.6). Let us introduce the 
parity operator 
e(0) v @ eA = iv @ f?, if v @ & E V, (resp. V,), 
(1.4.13) 
= -iv @ 6, if v 0 ti E V, (resp. V,- , ), 
where v E S(.$-), A E P,,, (resp. P ,,,- ,); i.e., e(0) is the multiplication by i 
when (A, A) (resp. (A - w,, A - w,)) is even and is the multiplication by (-i) 
otherwise. One has e(0)’ = -1 and {e(O),X,(kh,)} = 0. Thus the anticom- 
mutation relations (1.4.3) are valid also for the operators 
Fn’(*h,) = X,(*h,) e(0). (1.4.14) 
It follows immediately from the properties of e(0) that all the quadratic 
expressions of the operators X;‘(*hi) are equal to the corresponding 
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quadratic expressions of the operators X:(*/Q). Therefore if we substitute 
(1.4.6) by 
bi(n) = Fn’(hi), b-,(n) = X’,‘(4zi). (1.4.15) 
Theorem 1.4.7 and Proposition 1.4.11 remain true. 
Using Theorem 1.4.7 and Proposition 1.4.11 we can compare character 
formulas of the isomorphic representations and obtain some identities. First 
we recall the definition of the character of &module V (see [ 171). 
Let V= CneN V” be a decomposition into the eigenspaces of the operator 
20(O) with eigenvalue n. We will consider only such modules I’ that 
V” = (01, for sufficiently large n, and that dim v” < +co. Every I”’ is 
decomposed into the direct sum of the subspaces V”, with respect to 





where xflSp dim I/“*“ . e’ is an element of the group algebra C[P], for every 
n < N. Using the standard properties of characters ch(V, @ V,) = 
ch I’, . ch I’*, ch( I’, @ I’*) = ch V, + ch V2 and the commutation relations 
[hj(O)* b*i(t?l)] = fdijb+i(WZ), i,j= l,..., I, we can rewrite the equality for 
characters 
ch V((Z + 1/2)‘)=ch I’,*, ch I’@‘) = ch Vj4 (1.4.17) 
in the form 
= fi, (1 -q2”)-‘cq’y.y’ey 
p, fi h (1 + q2n-2 ehi)( 1 + q2” e-hi) 
n=l i=l 
= 17 t1 _q2n)-rCq(~.~)t2(~.w,)ey+w,, (1.4.18) 
in which the sum is taken over all y = n, h, + . . . + n/h,, h, E Z, k = l,..., I, 
co,= (h, + ... + h/)/2. 
It is clear that each expression in (1.4.18) is decomposed into 1 products. 
As a result we obtain famous Jacobi identity for elliptic @functions. 
4.2. Now we proceed to the type Di:‘,. Let us consider first the 
degenerate case I= 0, which has special interest. In this case the 
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corresponding infinite-dimensional Lie algebra is spanned by the elements 
h,(n), n E L’ + f, with the commutation relations 
[ho(n), ho(m) I = ” 4,. -,c. 
We denote this algebra by 3. 
(1.4.19) 
Let V= S(V) be the space of the natural representation of this algebra, 
c = Id. We also know that the irreducible representation of this algebra can 
be obtained in the space V(iZ +) which is a simple module of the infinite- 
dimensional Clifford algebra C(fS). Therefore we can easily identify these 
spaces. The main question here is how to construct the generators of the 
Clifford algebra in the space V= .S(‘u.-). The answer is again given by the 
vertex operator but of a special form 
x exp -2 -T c-2m+’ ~ ho ( y) ). 
,:, 2m- 1 
(1.4.20) 
PROPOSITION 1.4.2 1. 
0) K&h,), Xmj2(ho)J = 2(-l)” h, -mT n, m E S. 
(ii) X,,,(h,) 0, = 0, h>O, nEi, 
X,(h,) PO = L’” 
(iii) h,(m - l/2) = f CnEi X,-,- ,,,(h,) X,(h,), m E z. 
Proof Part (ii) can be proven as (1.4.5). Part (i) follows from the 
standard calculations with vertex operators (cf. (1.2.15)). 
~(~oawo.io)=i+i c -io X(h,. oi  Co),I i > liol. 
0 
To prove (iii) we have to show that 
Zo(i) = f :(x(h,, 0 - x(h,, -r))(qh,, c) + -qh,. 4)):. (1.4.22) 
The right side can be transformed in the following way: 
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=*~(X(h,,h,,i, -~o))~=~o=~oio(~o). Q.E.D. 
Proposition 1.4.21 implies a simple but striking correspondence between 
the infinite-dimensional Heisenberg algebra (1.4.19) and the algebra of 
anticommutation relations (11). 
PROPOSITION 1.4.23. The spaces of representations S(U-) and V(iZ+) 
of algebra (1.4.19) and (11) are isomorphic under the identiJications 
44 = Uh,), l&Z+), 
e(n) = iX,(h,), nE L, 
which implies the reoerse identl>cation 
h,(m) = (i/2) x e(k) e(m - k), mEH+f. 
n=z 
Let us consider now afine Lie algebra a’*‘(21 + 2) for an arbitrary 
positive integer 1. In this case we have Q” = Z’ c PD. The cocycle E on Q X Q 
defined by (1.4.1) on Z’+’ 2 Q satisfies the condition (S.7) and its restriction 
co on Q” again is defined by (1.4.1); thus we will denote it by the same letter 
E. The vertex operators X’(fh,, z) are defined as above or i = l,..., 1. They 
satisfy the anticommutation relations (1.4.2) but they commute with the 
operators X,(h,). In order to construct the generators of the Clifford algebra 
C(Z*‘@ Z) we consider modified operators A$(+hi), m E Z, i= l,..., 1, 
X;(h,) = F”(h,) e(O), n E ;S, then 
{X$(khJ, X;(h,)} = 0. (1.4.24) 
Thus we can identify 
e(n) = Xk(h,), n E S, (1.4.25) 
e(n) = iXL(h,), nEL+f, (1.4.26) 
uo= 10 1 in V,, uo= 1 @ewlin V,. (1.4.27) 
Now using Remark 1.4.12 we obtain the analogue of Theorem 1.4.7. 
THEOREM 1.4.28. Under the identifications (1.4.4), (1.4.6), (1.4.25), 
(1.4.26) we obtain the isomorphism of oC2’(21 + 2)-modules 
F((Z + 4)‘) z v,, @‘)z v,, 
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where the correspondence of the Chevalley bases of the subalgebra fi(21) is 
given by Theorem 1.4.7, and the correspondence between other elements is 
given by the formulas 
- 2 b+,(k) e(m - k)~F~(khj + h,+l), m E Z. 
keZ (1.4.29) 
-i 1 b&k) e(m - k) =X:(&hi + hl+ ,), m E Z’, 
ke2 
$ x e(k) e(m - k) = h,(m), m E L + +. (1.4.30) 
Proof: Theorems 1.2.25 and 1.3.24 imply that the spaces under 
consideration are isomorphic a’*‘(21 + 2)modules. Thus we can identify 
highest weight vectors by (1.4.4). The creation and annihilation operators in 
the spinor representation under the identifications (1.4.6), (1.4.25) satisfy the 
right anticommutation relations, which follow from (1.4.3), (1.4.2) (i), 
(1.4.24). Then the identity 
X:(*-hi + h,) = K‘ X’,(+hi)X,-,(h,) 
k= 
and the above identifications imply (1.4.29), and (1.4.30) follows from 
(1.4.2( (iii). Q.E.D. 
The analogue of Proposition 1.4.10 is also valid for the isomorphic 
6’*‘(21+ 2)-modules and the equalities for characters gives the formulas 
(1.4.13) in which both sides are multiplied by nr=, (1 + q”). 
In the conclusion of this section we consider one special isomorphism of 
the affine Lie algebras, namely, a”‘(4) z G(2). Moreover two pairs of vertex 
representations of these algebras discribed in Theorem 1.2.16 and 1.2.25 are 
isomorphic. In fact the homogeneous components of the operators 
X”(h, + h,, C), X0(-h, -h,, C), h,([*) + h,(c) in B”)(4) satisfy the same 
commutation relations as the operators X(a, c), X(-a, [), fo(t;) in a(2), 
respectively. We write down these commutation relations, denoting the 
homogeneous components by x+(n), x-(n), fh(n), n E L, respectively, 
[h(n), h(m)] = 2n 6,. -,,, . 
[h(n),x+(m)l=2x+(n + m), 
[h(n),x-(m)] = -2x-(n + m), 
(1.4.3 1) 
[x+(n),x-(m)] = h(n + m) + n6,, -,,,. 
In Section 3.2 we constructed the spinor representations for the affme Lie 
algbras of the type DI:‘,. For I= 1, thanks to the above isomorphism, we 
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obtain the spinor representation for the simplest affme Lie algebra G(2). We 
note that among with the vertex and spinor representations one can consider 
mixed constructionsKwhich are vertex by some of the indexes and spinor by 
the other. Thus for el(2) we obtain another construction which is interesting 
for applications. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.32. One $as the following construction of the 
fundamental representations of d(2) 
Vo=S(W)@ V(S +f); 
J, (0 = 6, (z) W,, 0; 
&> = ii,(C) + :6+(z) 6-w; 
v, = As@-) @ V(Z); 
X’-(z) = 6-(z) X(-h,, 4.); 
d(z) = - + :(/i$(~))’ - 5, (2) z g 6-(z):, z = (2; 
i.e., the homogeneous components of x’+(c), x’-(c), li(&J satisfy the 
commutation relations (1.4.3 l), the homogeneous components of C?(Z) 
represent the Virasoro algebra. 
Proof. The statement follows from the identifications 
X’(kh, , [‘) H 6* (c*) applied to the ve$ex representations of oc2’(4). 
If we compare the characters of sl(2) in the last construction with the 




zn-l)-l(l +ehq2”-l)(l +e-hq2n-l)= n (1 -q”)-l y enhqn?, 
n=l zz 
e”’ fI (1 -q Zn-I)-I(1 +q2”-2eh)(l +q2”e-h) (1.4.33) 
fl=l 
= 17 (1 -qy x e’n- I/Z)h n? -n 9 * 
II=1 IlPZ 
PART II. BOSON-FERMION CORRESPONDENCE IN QUANTUM FIELD THEORY 
1. Current Algebras 
1.1. Current algebras play an important role in particle physics, 
especially in quantum field theory in one space and one time dimension (see 
e.g. [7]). They will be the basic object in the second part of our paper in just 
the same way as affme Lie algebras were in the first part. And what is more, 
the two kinds of algebras can be transformed into each other. With a view to 
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the audience of physicists we will use in this part their notation when 
possible. 
Let g be an arbitrary finite dimensional Lie algebra with bilinear 
symmetric invariant form ( . 1). We choose a basis lk. normed by the 
condition (Jkr 1,) = 26,, , and we let 
[A,, A,] = 2ifTlnr (11.1.1) 
where fkmn denotes the structure constants of g, and the sign of summation 
over n is omitted. The current algebra with values in g is defined by the 
following commutation relations 
[Jk(u,),.,&,)] = 2ifk”“4,(4) 6(u, - u,) + 2i(c/27c) 6,, d’(u, - &), (11.1.2) 
where U, ,z+ E P, 6(.) and S’(.) denote the Dirac delta-function and its 
derivative on the real line, respectively, and c is a constant. Along with the 
current algebra (11.1.2) one introduces the second copy of the same current 
algebra depending on a second real variable U. One stipulates that the two 
algebras commute with each other (see (2.24) in [7]). Then the variables 
t = (U + u)/2, x = (U - u)/2 mean physical time and space. We will mainly 
restrict ourselves to one copy of the algebra (11.1.2). For an arbitrary 
element x E g we denote the corresponding current by 
J.x(u) = xkJk(Hh where x = Xklk. (11.1.3) 
Here again we assume the summation over k, and xk denote the components 
of x with respect to the basis 1,. It is technically necessary sometimes to 
consider the current algebra in a spatial box of length L with periodic 
boundary conditions (in this case 6(e) in (11.1.2) is considered as the Dirac 
delta-function of the interval [0, L] and similarly for sl( .)). We obtain a 
decomposition 
J,(u) = (l/L) x x(n) emzninwz 
ncz 
(II. 1.4) 
and we let g be a simple Lie algebra of a type A,, D,, or E, and ( , ) be a 
canonical invariant form. Then the commutation relations (11.1.2) imply that 
the elements x(n) satisfy the commutation relations (1.1.1) of the afftne Lie 
algebra 6,. In the absence of the periodic conditions we denote 
J,(u) = -+-I” x(p) eeip” dp (II. 1.5) 
co 
Then the elements X(P) satisfy the commutation relations 
(II. 1.6) 
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where p, q E R, x, ~7 E g. We call (11.1.6) the current algebra in the 
momentum representation. One can see that the algebra (11.1.6) is a 
continuous analogue of the aiine Lie algebra (I. 1.1); the Dirac delta-function 
here plays the role of the Kronecker symbol in the affine Lie algebra case. 
Thus one can expect that the analogy can be pushed further to the structural 
theory, representation theory and so on. However, on the way, one meets a 
number of divergences, which physicists skillfully bypass using a cutoff 
renormalization procedure. We will employ here another approach. We will 
consider I, p E R, x E g, as elements in some completion of the affine Lie 
algebra 6, which will satisfy the commutation relations (II. 1.6). Then we 
will apply all the results of Part I. On the other hand, the affme Lie algebra 
t% will be realized with respect to the new continuous basis x(p), p E IR, 
XE g. 
Our approach is based on the simple idea of the Cayley transform of the 
circle into the upper half-plane. For arbitrary fixed constant M > 0 one has: 
Mi - w l-z 
z=----; 
Mi+w 
w = Mi - ; 
1+z 
IZI < 1 iff Imw > 0, (II. 1.8) 




Thanks to (11.1.7) we can transfer a current algebra defined on the circle to 
the real line and then extend this transform to the operators of represen- 
tations. We will obtain a priori renormalized expressins for some field 
operators with,the cutoff constant M,which have been invented by physicists 
from the other point of view. 
We emphasize that both our approaches to the quantumjTeld theory in one 
space and time dimension are based on the representation theory of aflne 
Lie algebras developed in Part I. In the first case we consider quantum fields 
in a spatial box with periodic boundaqj conditions; thus they depend on the 
Ji-ued constant L, the length of the box. In the second case we consider renor- 
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malized quantum fields which depend on the fixed renormalization constant 
M (cutofJ To obtain the final physical picture one can take limits L + +oo 
and M-t $00. 
We will see that the first approach allows us to apply the results of Part I 
directly. The second approach requires the study of one special transform 
which connects te elements x(p) and x(n), x E g, p E R, n E Z. 
THEOREM 11.1.11. Let M be a fixed real positive number. Then the 
afJine Lie algebra 6 is isomorphic to the Lie algebra consisting of the 
elements 
2 (x,(p) + x+-p))p” eeMP-, 1 dp x,Eg. nES, PI=0 P 
with the Lie bracket defined by (11.1.1). The isomorphism is defined by the 
following straight and inverse Laguerre transformations of bases: 
x(ip) = c (-1)” e-.‘@L;‘(2Mp)x(*n), P> 0. (11.1.12) 
n=0 
x(+n) + (-I)“-’ x(0) = (-l)“-’ 2M l’K’x(*p) e-,‘@L;‘(2Mp) dp, 
-0 





where Lz denotes Laguerre polynomials (see Appendix). 
Proof. The inverse transform (II. 1.13) follows from the orthogonality 
conditions for the Laguerre polynomials (A6). Commutation relations 
(II. 1.6) follows from the properties of Laguerre polynomials, for p > q > 0, 
z = [x, y], one has by (A14) and (A15) 
[x(p), y(-q)] = e-Mp-Mq f 7 (-l)“+, L,’ (2Mp) 
n=O ml0 




z(N) jJo w”L,:N (2Mp)L,‘(2Mq) 
1 I 
+g z(N) * 0 + (x, y)e-“r-vq 7 nL, ‘(2Mp) L, ‘(2Mq) 
N= -cc “71 
= 4 P - 4) + P& Y> a( P + 4). 
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Remark. Though the elements x(p), p E R, x E g, by themselves do not 
belong to the affine Lie algebra & (they belong only to some extension of 
t$), we will formulate a number of results in terms of this continuous basis of 
a. 
The Laguerre transform (II. 1.12) (II. 1.13) are chosen in such a way that 
the following correspondence is valid 
PROPOSITION 11.1.14. 
M2 + w2 
2M Jx(wh -M<Imw<M. 
Proof. We use the Laplace transform (A5). 
2dX(w) = fin x(p) eCipW dp + foTi x(-p) eipW dp 
-0 -0 
= f (-1)” x(n) (.I,, L;‘(2Mp) e-p(M+i”‘) dp 
n=o 
+ 2 (-1)” x(-n) (J‘m L; ‘(2Mp) e-p(M-i”” dp) 
n=o 0 
n 
We define now one special derivation d(0) of Lie algebra @ in the 
continuous basis 
[W),x(p)l =PX(P>. (11.1.15) 
The derivation d(0) plays the role of the derivation d(0) in a standard form 
of 6. Moreover d(0) belongs to the principal subalgebra el(2, C) of the 
derivation algebra a. 
PROPOSITION 11.1.16. 
G) kU7 x(p)] = & ( z ; + M2) X(P), 
M*l)~x~~)l=& (-$M)2x(p). 
(ii) d(0) = (2 d(0) + d( 1) + d(- 1))/2M. 
Proof. The identities follows from the differential equations for Laguerre 
polynomials (A. lo), (A. 12). 
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1.2. Let us consider now the twisted affme Lie algebra 6,. We can 
apply both our approaches, which have been described in the beginning of 
this section. First we consider the current algebra in a spatial box of length 
L. For x E go we again impose on J,(n) periodic boundary condition and we 
obtain the decomposition (11.1.4). However, for .Y E g’ we impose on J,(U) 
antiperiodic boundary conditions; i.e. J,(L) = LJ,Y(0). It implies a decom- 
position 
(11.1.17) 
The twisted current algebra is defined by the same formula (11.1.2) as the 
usual current algebra; the distinction consists only in the type of boundary 
conditions. One can check that the elements -u(n), where x E go, n E Z or 
x E gi, n E Z + f, satisfy commutation relations (I. 1.13) of the twisted affme 
Lie algebra 6,. 
To apply the second approach we have to find a generalization of the 
Laguerre transform (II. 1.12), (11.1.13) for the semi-integral values of the 
parameter n. One knows (see e.g. [4]) that the Laguerre polinomials are 
particular case of the Whittaker functions for integral values of one 
parameter. The Whittaker functions for the semi-integral values of this 
parameter and fixed another parameter have been considered in details in 
[3]. By means of these functions, which are called the Bateman k-functions 
(see the Appendix for definitions) we can define the following transforms for 
xEg’; 
x(p)= \‘ k,,v!P) -r(n), 
nez+ l/2 
x(n) = I.= 
cc 
k2,WP) $X(P) e. 
(11.1.18) 
(11.1.19) 
The inverse transform follows from the orthogonality conditions. One should 
understand the integral in (11.1.19) in the sense of the principal value. As in 
(11.1.14) we obtain also the equality 
+ f(z) = 
M2 + w* 
2M Jx(w), -M<ImwcM. (II. 1.20) 
It follows from the integral formula for k-functions (B4). 
The analogue of Theorem II. 1.11 is also valid, but the elements of 6, will 
contain the integrals of the type(II.l.19), where x(p), p E R, x E g, 
satisfying the commutation relations (II. 1.6). 
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2. BOSON FIELDS AND GENERALIZED SINE-GORDON MODEL 
2.1. We proceed now to the construction of the representation of the 
current algebra in boson space. Boson space is the space of representation of 
the canonical Bose fields rpj, which satisfy the standard commutation 
relations on the light cone 
[Pj(",)YPk(u*)] =-$S,k sign(u, -u2). (11.2.1) 
The canonical space of representation of Bose fields pj is a symmetric Fock 
space generated by creation operators which are Fourier coefficients of the 
positive frequency part of rpj. The exact definition requires a more careful 
description. Let us consider Bose fields qj defined in a spatial box of length 
L with periodic boundary conditions. Then we can set 










where hi(n), n > 0 are annihilation operators, while for n < 0 are creation 
operators satisfying (1.2.1), and qj denotes charge, and pj its conjugate 
momenta (see [ 11) 
[qj,Pj] = 1. (11.2.3) 
Thus the space of representation 2b is the tensor product of Fock space Rb 
generated by the creation operators and charge space &’ z L,(R’) in which 
pj acts as a derivation (l/i)(a/ax,), qj as a multiplication by xi. We will 
always quantize charge, which defines the natural projection 
P:sF+;:, (11.2.4) 
where 3; 2: L,(lR’/Z’). Thus the operator qj does not act in Z{, though 
einqj, n E Z, are uniquely defined. We denote 
-Fb = 3; @ -P[ . (11.2.5) 
Now recalling the construction of Section 1.2, one can easily recognize in 
Zb, R{, Zb the completion of the spaces s($ - ), Cc [Z’], Vz,, respectively, 
in their Hermitian scalar product. It is not difficult to generalize our 
construction to an arbitrary lattice r (instead of Z’) containing the root 
lattice Q, if one imposes compatible integral conditions on the charges qj, 
j = l,..., 1. The representation of the current algebra (11.1.2) in a spatial box 
follows directly from the results of Part I. One has the following correspon- 
dences 
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~,(p,,j(~) = (h/L) hJeZnidL), (11.2.6) 
:e2iJ&.wr(u)): = qa, e2nh/L) 
, (11.2.7) 
where (a, q(u)) = aj pj(n), a = ajhj E A is decomposed with respect to an 
onthonormal basis in h, and in the realization (11.2.5) the middle exponent of 
the vertex operator exp(a(0)(2rriu/L) + a) turns into exp(aj pj(27rcu/L) +
ajqj); i.e., a assumes the meaning of charge and a(0) the meaning of 
momenta. The root system A is supposed to be of one of the types A:“, D)“. 
E”’ thus for D”’ 1 7 l we have 
(a9 e(u)) = *P,t.jC") f VL,j(")v j f k 
We noted in [lo] that for ]zI < 1, h,(z), X(a, z) are bounded operators in 
the Hilbert space J$, which is not so for ]z I= 1. Thus we will define the 
operators of the current algebra as a limit, when it exists, as 
lim x(a, e2ni(u + 1.)/L) u, 
r-l+0 u E&, (11.2.8) 
and similar for l;i(ezni”IL ). Then the formulas for the Wightman functions 
(mathematicians would say spherical functions) can be read off (1.2.15) 
& (01 :e ZifiCa.eL(ul)). . . .e-2G(a*or(U2)): IO) 
271i (l2.o) 
= L/n sin [ (7r/L)(u, - u2 - ic)] * 
(11.2.9) 
(In Part I we denoted (0] . 10) by (uo, . v,), u. is the vacuum vector). The 
symbol lim,_ + o in the right side is always omitted in physical notation. In 
the quantum field theory this form of he Wightman function is postulated 
from the beginning (see e.g. [I]). One can also write explicitely n-point 
Wightman functions. Now using the standard calculations with the 
generalized functions 
1 1 
L/B sin[Ir/L(u, - u2 -As)] - L/71 sin[n/L(-24, + u2 + ia)] 
= 2aid(u, - u2), 
(11.2.10) 
we obtain the commutation relations for the current algebra. 
(I am indebted to I. Bars for this idea) 
Iau,rPL.j(ul)v au21PL.k(U2)1 =tdjk 6'(ul - u2), (11.2.11) 
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(11.2.12) 
[ 
1 _ :e?i&b.aL(u~)). 1 2i&h.mr.(u2)). 
L .&a,--- L 
:e * 53 1 
= &(a,P)d(U,-U2)~:e2iJn(atS.wr(ul)):e,tn, (11.2.13) 
if (a,P)=-1 and 0 if (q/3)> -1 
[ 
1 _ :e2iL/;(a.or(u~)). 1 
L 
.E,,- L 
ze -2i\/;;(n.rp, (~2)). .E-, 
I 
= iS(u, - u2)(cf, a”,ul,(u,)) -+Yc4 - 4), 
h W-2.14) 
where E, is an operator of multiplication by fl depending on charge and 
&(a,& is an eigenvalue of E, on ]/I) (for details see (S.l), (S.2)). For 
example, in the case of the o(21) current algebra E, = sick, a = Qzj f h,, 
j # k, and cj = (-l)“j is the Klein transformation operator [ 151, Nj is the 
charge of the j-boson. 
We can also make use of the second approach. Bose fields oj(u) on the 
real line can be decomposed into the Fourier series, 
dp 
hj(P)e-ipup+4,)7 (11.2.15) 
where the h,(p) span a continuous Heisenberg algebra, 
[hj(Pl)9 hk(P2)l =PI dj, &Pl +P2) C (11.2.16) 
To avoid the divergences we have to normalize Bose fields fixing a cutoff 
constant M > 0. The desired renormalization can be obtained immediately if 
we apply the Laguerre transform (11.1.12). In particular, (A5) implies the 
identity 
C hi(n) $ + h,(O) In 2 = jm hj( p)(ft”” - e 
!I#0 -02 
-““) $. (11.2.17) 
This allows us to define the analogue of the vertex operator (1.2.10) by the 
formula 
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..' xca, ,t,i = (2~)b.e)” exp 
(1 
a(-pj(e-iPbt' - e-tfP 








We call X(a, w) the Mandelstam operators. (Operators of this type for 
arbitrary a: (a, a) E Z + have been introduced first by Mandelstam, when he 
considered bosonification of Thirring model [22]. He noticed that these 
operators satisfy commutation relations when (a, a) E 2: + and anticom- 
mutation relations when (a. a) E 2Z + + 1.) 
PROPOSITION 11.2.19. Let z = (Mi - rv)/(Mi + w), then 
Proof. One has the simple identity 
exp(ln za(0) + a) = (“iLr2 )(n’uY2 exp (In &a(O)) 
X exp a exp 
( 
-1n & a(D)). 
Then the statement follows from the two halves of the identity (11.2.17); i.e., 
2M cc 
In -a(O)+ \’ -.t,,\ dp 
M + iw n=, 
As in Section I.2 we introduce the following operators 
X,(p) = &j’” X(p. w) eip”’ dw. 
5 
X~(p, w) = x(p, w) E,, -qPi = x,01> E, * 
xyn,p, w, wo) = jY(A, w) N”u, wo): &.k+u. 
We also have the analogue of (1.2.15). 





(i) F(L, w) ~‘01, ~2~) = e(L, p)(i(w - wo))(cI~y) X(k, p, w, ulo) where 
Im it’ > Im w. 
(ii) if&(&p) E(,u, A)-’ = ~(-I)‘-‘~“’ then 
[X;(A), Xc@, wo) 1, = &(A, p) i E; ((i(w - w~))(~‘*~) X’(A, ,a, w, wo) eip”‘). 
0 
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Proof. (i) follows from (1.2.16). Direct verification also gives the result: 
I . II: = exp - 
( 1 
.Op qp)(e-ip _ e-bfpj$) 
x exp 
(1 
.m p(-p)(ekw7 - e-.Wy FSj! 
-0 
2Mi( w - wo) (A.u) 
= [ (M - iwO)(M + iw) I 
* II * I 
I . II: = exp A . exp 
( 
~(0) In MyyW o)=(~;$)(*“).II.I 
I . II: = exp 
( 
-A(O) In &).,xpp~(!.?$)(i’y).II.I. 
Multiplying three factors in the right sides we obtain (i). The proof of (ii) is 
the same as in (1.2.15). 
THEOREM 11.2.24. We define the action of the current algebra in 
momentum realization (II. 1.6) in the Fock space -6 as follows: The element 
xz( p), a E A, p E R, is represented by the operator X;(a). Then the 
representation of aflne Lie algebra 6 can be obtained from (II. 1.11). Rb is 
decomposed into irreducible components according to the decomposition of 
the lattice I- into the orbits of Q. 
Proof cf. (1.2.16). The commutation relations (11.1.6) follows from 
Proposition 11.2.23 (ii). 
Now we have got all the necessary technical tools and we can apply the 
second approach to the current algebra representation which comes out in 
quantum field theory as a result of a renormalization procedure. The current 
algebra can be constructed from the following operators 
1 
(2~)‘“““Z N‘& 
Zi\/;;(a.c(u)) = x(a, u), 
(11.2.25) 
where N,+, symbolized this renormalization by introduction of cutoff constant 
M and ordering. The Cayley transform (II. 1.7)-(11.1.10) transfers the unit 
circle to the upper half-plane, therefore the Mandelstam operator (11.2.18) is 
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well defined when Imw > 0. On the real line we will define them as above in 
(11.2.8) 
lim X(a, u + is) 19. (11.2.27) 
r-t+0 
The Wightman functions can be found from (11.2.23) 
(11.2.28) 
and does not depend on M. The commutatin relations for the current algebra 
will be exactly the same as in the first approach (11.2.11~(11.2.14), one 
should substitute there L by 2M and normal ordering: : by the renor- 
malization Arw. 
PROPOSITLON 11.2.29. Under the conditions of Theorem 11.2.24 
Proof. The identity (11.1.14) implies 
1 
(2K)z 
:h;(z): = ( M;Lw2 )’ N&,~(w))~. 
Using the simple equality 2M/M2 + wZ = (1/2M)(2 + z + z-‘) we obtain the 
identity 
1% N,h;(S)di=&j~:h’(z):(2+z+z-I)$. (11.2.30) 
--cc 
Now Proposition II. 1.16 and (11.1.10) imply the statement. One can also 
prove the result by the direct computation of commutation relations 
(II. 1.15). 
Theorem 11.2.24 implies that any element H of the scalar subalgebra g can 
be written in terms of Bose fields 
HE .O” 
J I 4 u,a,rpi(u) + 1 uaN,,,e2ifi(;;(a*o(U’) du, --co /:I I (11.2.3 1) UEA 
where uj, u, E @. We will call a fixed element H of the form (11.2.31) the 
interaction Hamiltonian, and we will say that H defines a light cone field 
model. The simplest example in which g = sl(2), u, = a-, = m, 
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H=m ‘m 
J N,, cos \/s71 p(u) du, (11.2.32) - 02 
is called the sine-Gordon model, p(u) satisfies (11.2.1). We will call the 
model of type (11.2.31) the generalized fight cone sine-Gordon model. 
We set 
fpj(u, u) = eiL’“fpj(u) e-iL’H, j = l,..., 1. (11.2.33) 
Then the commutation relations (11.2.12) imply the differential equation 
(11.2.34) 
The simple example (11.2.32) gives the sine-Gordon equation: 
t3cau(p(u, u) = mN, sin &(D(u, 0). (11.2.35) 
Remark 11.2.36. It is known that the classical analogue of (11.2.35) is a 
completely integrable Hamiltonian system [ 25 ]. However, it is not so in the 
general case of (11.2.34) (Shankar, private communication). And only in the 
case. when u, = 0 for a E A\p’, and A’ is the so-called admissible subsystem 
of roots, e.g., ZZU (-c?}, the classical analogue of (11.2.34) is still completely 
integrable (see [23]). We hope that further understanding of the structures of 
afftne Lie algebras will give an explanation of this phenomenon. 
Finally we define one model which plays the most significant role in two- 
dimensional quentum field theory. Suppose we have a representation of the 
current algebra Jk(u) satisfying (II. 1.2) in the space -4 We consider a 
second copy of the same current algebra in the space isomorphic to .P, so 
that two algebras are commute. We define (up to a scalar factor the operator 
Y(u, u) = f”k(~) J’;‘(u) + J(2)k(u) J’,“(u) + gJ”‘k(u)J’;‘(u) (11.2.37) 
in the space .;1”” a#*), where (1) (resp. (2)) denotes the first (resp. 
second) copy of current algebra and the space of representation. One can 
note that P(u, u) is the simplest G-invariant operator. It is called in physics, 
the Lagrangian density. We will say that (11.2.37) defines a canonical model 
associated with the representation of the current algebra in the space Z’. The 
constant g is called the interaction constant, thus the theory is called free 
when g = 0. In the case of the representation (11.2.1 l)-(11.2.14) one can 
simplify the expression (11.2.37) 
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2g 
+ (2M)2 N.w 
\‘ 2 cos 2 fi (a, I$” - 9”‘j), (11.2.38) 
,z * 
where h is a Coxeter number (h = 1, G = Z(I); h = 2f - 2, G = SO(2/), 
h = 12, 18, 30, G resp. of type E,, E, , E,). 
Remark 11.2.39. In quantum field theory one usually sets 
9 ‘I) -9 ‘2) - q) -Y 7 
4(9(I) -9’2)) =aufpcl) -a&*) = ya,@, 
ax(9f1) -9’*‘) = a 9(l) + a pt2’ _ a gj u L’ -Yx 7 (11.2.40) 
where y is chosen in such a way that the coefficient before (a,@)’ is +, the 
same as for a free field (g = 0, y = 1). One has 
(a,9(9* + (a,P)2 +& (au9(Wc9(*)) 
i.e., y = (1 + g,/2n)-I”, where g,, = 2zg/(h + 1) is a physical interaction 
constant (see below a Thirring model). For G = S(2) one obtains sine- 
Gordon model with the interaction part of Lagrangian 
y = Const 
-I/2 
z N,,, cos j?@, 
I cw 
(cf. [ 11). (11.2.41) 
2.2. Now we turn to the twisted case. It will allow us to consider 
the generalized sine-Gordon model for arbitrary root systems (with one 
exception, G, ; to include this root system we have to consider another 
boundary conditions). We begin from the first approach. We consider two 
sets of Bose fields 9i ,..., 9, and &,..., $,, which satisfy the commutation 
relations (11.2.1). The distinction between the two sets of fields is the 
boundary conditions, which are periodic for the first set and antiperiodic for 
the second. We let m = rank g - rank go. Bose fields 9,,j have decomposition 
(11.2.2) and we have 
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$L.j(“)=L v hj(n) 
e-2ninulL 
2i finsZu2 n ’ 
(11.2.42) 
where hi(n) for n > 0 are annihilation operators and for n < 0 creation 
operators. The complete space of the representation is the Fock space 
&= F;@ #y, where .R’E is described above, and -Pt is the space 
generated by creation operators (1.2.3) with n E Z + i, n < 0. 
We again can get a representation o the current algebra of ADE type if we 
set 
J,(u) = (l/L) :e 2i\/;;((n".,,(u))t(nl.mL(U))). 4, (11.2.43) 
where a = a0 + a’, a0 E go, a’ E g’, x = xz (see (S.3)) so described in 
Section 1.2.2. This algebra will satisfy the commutation relations 
(11.2.11)-(X2.14). Note that the only distinction is the boundary conditions 
for Bose fields. 
However, the scalar subalgebra go has type B,, C, or F,. If H, E go then 
one has 
d(O)= -f 11 (,$, (a,rPL,jCU)12 + ,t, Cau 4LJU))') du' (X2.45) 
We can also apply the second approach.Then the Bose fields pj(u) on the 
real line can be obtained as above by the Laguerre transform; at that time 
for the Bose fields cpj(u) one should consider k-transformation (B. 1). The last 
case is not so simple as the first, because k-transformation does not preserve 
the polarization. We deduce from (B.5) that 
is a creation (annihilation) operator, wheref(p) is a linear combination of 
k,,(Mp) with n < 0 (n > 0). The next step is to rewrite the vertex operator 
(1.2.23) in the continuous basis. It can be done with the help of (11.1.19), but 
the final formula is rather complicated and requires some calculations with 
k-functions, which we omit here. 
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3. FERMION FIELDS AND GENERALIZED THIRRING MODEL 
3.1. In this section we are going to discuss the spinor representation 
from the field theory point of view. It turns out that the spinor representation 
of afftne Lie algebra 9(21) in the case Z = z + j is known in physics as the 
dual-quark model [2]. The analogue of this spinor representation on the real 
line plays an especially important role in quantum field theory, where it is 
called free Fermi fields. The formal correspondence between dual-quark 
model and fermion fields has been noticed by Halpern (see Appendix B in 
[ 15 1). However, this mathematical relation has no physical meaning. 
Fermi fields vi(u), w:(u), i = I...., I, satisfy the standard anticommutation 
relations on the light cone 
(wj(“,),w:(U2)t=~jk~(U,--2), 
lVj(“l)V WkCU2)t= iVj+(“l)7 W/T(“,?)t =O. 
(11.3.1) 
This is again only one-half of the picture. Physicists always introduce the 
second copy of fields (11.3.1) depending on another variable tl; then the 
variables t = (U + u)/2, x = (U - 0)/2 mean physical time and space. To 
apply the results of Section I.3 we can again use two approaches. Let us first 
consider vi, v/’ Fermi fields defined in a spatial box of length L with 
antiperiodic boundary conditions. (Note that we deal with the case 




nEz ,,* b-j(n) e-2Rinu’L, 
v/L+.jC") = - h nEg,,2 bj(n) e-2rinu’L, 
(11.3.2) 
where b*j(n), n > 0, annihilation operators, n < 0, creation operators. The 
operators b+j(u) satisfy the relations (1.3.4). The canonical space of states of 
Fermi fields is an antisymmetric Fock space -8 generated by the creation 
operators. The action of the field operators vLJ(u), W&(U) is defined as in 
Section II.2 of (cf. 11.2.8). The Wightman functions will be 
(‘1 vL.,(“l)w:J(u2)lo)=-~ynsinl(~,~)tu, --u _i,)]’ (11.3.3) 
2 
The representation of gI(l)-current algebra in & is defined by (see e.g. [ 7 1) 
Jk(U) = :w: A/( WL:, (11.3.4) 
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where w,’ is the row (w,‘.., ..., ~l/l., ) and v/~ the corresponding column, A, is a 
Hermitian 1 x 1 matrix. To extend this representation to the o(21)-current 
algebra, one has to add the currents :wL~.~v/L+.~:, :w .,~v/~.~:, j # k. 
We can also exploit the second approach and consider Fermi fields vj(u). 
V,?(U) without periodic conditions. Then we have 
(11.3.5) 
where the elements bkj( p) satisfy the anticommutation relations 
(bj(Pl).b,(P,)}=-Sj.-kS(PL +Pz). (11.3.6) 
We call the algebra 23 spanned by the elements bkj(p) the algebra of the 
anticommutation relations. It is certainly a continuous analogue of the 
algebra spanned by btj(n), which generates the Clifford algebra C(Z*‘) (see 
(11.3.4)). In the case Z = L + f one has: 
THEOREM 11.3.7. Let M be a fixed real positive number. Then the 
algebra 93 is isomorphic to the algebra consisting of the elements 
1 [ 
‘O” 5 (r,(p) + r-,(-p))p” e-,“tPdp, 1 m E Z, .O ltl=l 
where r,,,(p) is a linear combination of b,(p), j = f l,..., *I, satisfying 
(11.3.6). The isomorphism is defined by the following straight and inverse 
Laguerre transformations of bases. 
r(*p) = (2M)VZ f (-l)m e -MpL0,(2Mp) r(*(m + l/2)), 
m=O 
p 2 0, (11.3.8) 
r(k(m + l/2)) = (-1)“(2M)“* Jim r(*p) e-MpL0,(2Mp) dp, 
m > 0, (11.3.9) 
where LL denotes Laguerre polynomils (see Appendix). 
Proof. The inverse transformation (11.3.9) follows from the orthogonality 
conditions for the Laguerre polynomials (A.7). Anticommutation relations in 
B follows as in Theorem II. 1.11. 
The Laguerre transformations (11.3.8), (11.3.9) have been introduced first 
by Halpern (Appendix B in [ 151). They are chosen in such a way that the 
following corresponding is valid. 
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PROPOSITION X3.10. 
Proof. The proof is the same as in (11.1.14): now we use the Laplace 
transformation (AS) with a = 0. 
The standard representation of the algebra of the anticommutation 
relations (11.3.6) is the fermion Fock space-, which is well defined if we let 
r(p), p < O? be the creation operators and r(p). p > 0, be the annihilation 
operators. We denoted the Fock space & by the same symbol as in the first 
approach because one can see from (11.3.8), (11.3.9) that the polarization is 
preserved under the Laguerre transformation, thus & is in fact the same 
space. It is certainly isomorphic to the completion of the space V((Z + j)‘j 
in its Hermitian scalar product. 
Fermi fields on the real line can be defined again in iv, as 







Let us consider now all the possible currents formed from fermion and 
antifermion fields: 
:Wj(U) V;(U):, :Vj(U) V/~(U): j # k :iyj’(u) t&+(u): j# k; (11.3.12) 
then (1.3.18), (1.3.21) imply 
THEOREM 11.3.13. (i) The currenfs (11.3.12) give a representation of 
the o(21)-current algebra in pi. This representation has two irreducible 
components: eigenspaces of the parity operator. 
(ii) The representation is extended to the free energy operator d(0) 
which is given by 
d(0) = fai y+(u) izu w(u): du. 
ir 
It follows from Theorem 11.3.13 that any element of the scalar subalgebra 
can be written as an integral of currents (11.3.12), e.g., HE gl(1), one has 
Hz I.m :ty+(u)Ayl(u): du, A E 91(l). (11.3.14) 
Lx 
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The element H defines an exactly integrable model, which we call a light 
cone gluon model (see [ 151). The simple example of this model for I= 2. 
A=(; y ) is the free massive light cone Thirring model, 
H=m (_v :v/: w2 + w: I/I, : du. (11.3.15) 
a 
One can define the action of the one-parameter group generated by the 
element H by the formula 
iyj(u, a) = e’L’Hiyj(u) eCic’H, j = l,..., 1. (11.3.16) 
From the commutation relations of Fermi fields with currents we obtain the 
linear equation for the free fermion field 
(a,, + A) w(u, 0) = 0. (11.3.17) 
We consider now a canonical model associated with the representation of 
the current algebra in the fermion Fock space. For the subalgebra 
gl(/) c o(2f) one has from (11.2.37) 
Yyu, II) = p+(u) i&p(u): + y’*‘+(v) i&p’(v): 
+ grr/(Z + 1) :t#“+(u) I//“‘(U) I/*‘+(V) I/*‘(V):. (11.3.18) 
This is a Lagrangian density of the SU(I)-Thirring model [7]. Note that we 
obtain scale invariance [7] when g = 0 or g = 2. 
3.2. We could see from the above construction that the fermion 
field representation of the o(21)-current algebra is essentially the spinor 
representation of affine Lie algebra a(21). Both of our approaches lead to the 
same result. However we note that the choice Z = b + t was especially 
important in the second approach, because in the Laguerre transformations 
(11.3.8) and (11.3.9) the polarization is strictly preserved. In the case Z = Z 
we have no transformation satisfying this property. It implies that in the 
generalization of the above construction to the twisted affine Lie algebra 
0,‘*‘(21+ 2) we will meet the same difficulties as in Section 2.2, as the 
generators ei(m) in the spinor representation contain both integer and half- 
integer values of the parameter m. 
Let us follow the procedure of Section 1.3.2. Thus the first step will be to 
extend the representation of o(21)-current algebra to 0(21+ 1). To this end 
we wil admit another point of view on the Fermi fields introduced above. 
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Along with Dirac fermions vi(u), j = I,..., I it is convenient to consider 
another basis Gj(u), j = I,..., 21, of Majorana-Fermi fields ([ 26, 24 ]) 
$jC") = Wj(") + VT tzOv j = l...., 1. 
Ijj+d") = i(Wj(") + Wj’ C”))* j = I,..., 1. 
(11.3.19) 
Certainly one has @t(u) = Gi(u), thus two Majorana fermions are equivalent 
to one Dirac fermion. 
S(u) = (@,@L C*,(u)) (11.3.20) 
is by definition an 2Ccomponent Majorana-Fermi field. o(2I)-model has a 
simple form in terms of Majorana-Fermi field 
:du, (11.3.21) 
where a E C, A E 0(21), HE o(21) @ G d(0). 
In the language of Majorana fermions there is no distinction between even 
and odd case of orthogonal algebra o(n). Thus all the results of Section 3.1 
can be immediately generalized to the case n = 21+ 1. 
In Section 1.3.2 we have completed the representation of 0(21 + 1) to 
those of a’*‘(21 + 2). In field theory it requires the introduction of a new 
Majorana fermion. In a spatial box it satisfies the periodic boundary 
conditions and has a form 
Gzr+ 2(u) = -!- v e,,, 2@)y fi “TO 
where e(0) is a parity operator. One can add the quadratic operators of the 
type Gj@*[+ * 3 .i = I,..., 2f+ I and obtain representation of 0(21+ 2)-current 
algebra. However, the integral of these operators in the spatial box of length 
L is zero. Thus we still obtain 0(21+ 1)-models of the form (11.3.21). The 
second approach based on the Laguerre transformation meets here some 
technical difficulties as we mentioned in the beginning of this section. 
4. BOSON-FERMION CORRESPONDENCE 
4.1. Several years ago a remarkable correspondence has been noted 
by physicists between boson and fermion fields in one space dimension. First 
Coleman [6] noted that the Green’s functions of the massive Thirring model 
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and those governed by the sine-Gordon equation are related. Then Kogut 
and Susskind [ 191 wrote down the exact correspondence between sine- 
Gordon operators and bilinear functions of the Fermi operators. Soon 
afterward Mandelstram [22] expressed the Fermi field operator itself in 
terms of Bose field operators. Then Halpern [ 151 extended such correspon- 
dence to su(f). Banks et al. [ 1 ] continued studying SU(I)-model working in a 
spatial box. Halpern as well as Banks et al considered an interaction picture, 
which is based on the free field correspondences: “If one knows free field 
correspondences, it is generally very easy to add many interactions in the 
interaction picture” (Halpern). Note that for a free field these correspon- 
dences split into two light cone halves and becomes quite simple. 
In our approach these discoveries in quantum field theory gain especially 
striking meaning: Boson-Fermion correspondence is nothing else but the 
canonical isomorphism between two realizations of the same representation 
of the aflne Lie algebra 6(21) and in particular of its subalgebra a(l). 
Then relations between Green’s functions are just equalities of the spherical 
functions. Kogut-Susskind correspondence is in fact two forms of represen- 
tations of afftne Lie algebra. The Mandelstam operators are the intertwining 
operators between two representations. Two approaches to infrared 
regularization in two-dimensional field theory also found a natural 
explanation in the framework of affine Lie algebras. The regularization by 
working in a spatial box with periodic boundary conditions of Banks et al. is 
a result of the Fourier transform of aIfine Lie algebras. The regularization by 
introduction of a big auxiliary constant cutoff, which appers in all the 
calculations (see e.g. Halpern) comes out immediately from the Laguerre 
transformation. 
We summarize here the statements about the boson-fermion correspon- 
dence, which follow from Theorem 1.4.7 and Proposition 1.4.11 if one 
applies the Laguerre transformations (II. 1.13) and (11.3.9). 
THEOREM 11.4.1. (L) Let L be a fixed length of spatial box 
(i) Under the following identlj?cations (due to Banks-Horn- 
Neuberger) 
Vt,jt") = s:e f2ifieLJu). . & j (11.4.2) 
we obtain the isomorphism of two o(21)-current algebra representations in the 
Fock spaces 
LqzGq, (11.4.3) 
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where the correspondence of the currents is given bjl the formulas 
:W:,j(14) V/r.,j("): = -L auPL,.i(U) 
6 
(11.4.4) 
j # k. (11.4.5) 
(ii) Lagrangian densities of free boson and fermion fields coincide; i.e.. 
:w~,j(U) ~,~L,j(U); = :(d,~L,j(U))2:* (11.4.6) 
(M) Let M be a fixed cutoflconstant. 
(i) Under the following identifications (due to Mandelstam) 
(11.4.2)’ 
we obtain the isomorphism of two o(21)-current algebra representations in the 
Fock spaces 
.Pb z&, (11.4.3)’ 
where the correspondence of the currents is given by the formulas 
'Vi' t") Wj(u): = - 3, Vj(U), 
$;; 
(11.4.4)’ 
j # k. (11.4.5)’ 
(ii) Lagrangian densities of free boson and fermion fields coincide: i.e., 
:wt(U) i;i,wj(U): = N&f(3,~j(U))2~ (11.4.6)’ 
(L-M) Two approaches to the infrared regularization are equivalent in the 
following sense. Let 
elniu/L _ Mi-u’ - 
Mi+u” 
u E (+), u’ E R, (11.4.7) 
defines a map of the spatial box (-L/2, +L/2) into the real line. Then 
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Laguerre transformations (II. 1.13), (11.3.9) establish natural 





The formulation of the boson-fermion correspondence in a spatial box is 
almost identical and is just a reformulation of Theorem 1.4.7 and 
Proposition 1.4.11 in the field theoretical language. 
We can deduce a number of corollaries about the equivalence of field 
models (11.2.38) and (11.3.18). Thus for I = 2 Theorem 11.4.1 implies the 
equivalence of the SU(Z)-Thirring model and the theory of a massless scalar 
field and a sine-Gordon field, which has been noted first in [ 11. Moreover, if 
one will write the complete correspondence for 1= 2 in terms of Majorana 
spinors, then one get the equivalence of the o(4)-model and of two decoupled 
sine-Gordon systems, which has been noted first in [26]. This fact is 
certainly a result of the classical isomorphism o(4) 2 41(2) 0 41(2). Another 
classical isomorphism o(6) z 51(4) implies the equivalence of the 
SU(4)-Thirring model and the genralized sine-Gordon model, constructed 
from 3 (not 4!) Bose fields. In the next case I = 3 the S, symmetry of the 
o(8) Dynkin diagram leads to a triality symmetry in the dynamics and 
allows to transform v particles and two kinds of kinks into each other [24]. 
The generalization to an arbitrary I provides the equivalence of the SU(I)- 
Thirring model and generalized sine-Gordon model of type A,-, , and 0(21)- 
model and generalized sine-Gordon model of type D,. 
4.2. The results of Section 1.4.2 suggest to us that we can extend the 
boson-fermion correspondence to the twisted case. This approach leads to 
several additional observations in field theory models. 
We begin with O(n)-models with odd n. This model as we could see in 
Section 3.2 contains n Majorana fermions. Boson-fermion correspondence 
discussed above allows us to substitute for each two Majorana fermions, 
which are equivalent to one Dirac fermion, by one boson. Thus we can 
obtain the theory consisting of (n - 1)/2 bosons and one Majorana fermion, 
it is often called the supersymmetric theory. For example, the O(3)-model is 
equivalent to the supersymmetric form of the sine-Gordon model, which has 
been discovered in [26]. 
Let us consider now 0’*‘(2f + 2)-model in the spatial box approach. Then 
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we have to add to (21+ 1) Majorana fermions one more fermion @,.,, with 
periodic boundary conditions. The sum of @,,, with one of the Majorana 
fermions, e.g., Ir;,, , , can be expressed in terms of an odd boson dL (11.2.42) 
ii/,,,(u) + GLa,(u) = (l/L)“’ :exp 2 hi@,(u):. (11.4.9) 
This correspondence is a direct result of (1.4.23). Thus 0”‘(1 + 2)-models 
can be considered as the field theory with I Dirac fermions I,U, ..., w, and one 
odd boson 0 or by boson-fermion correspondence as field theory with 
ordinary bosons q, ,..., 9, and one odd boson 4. 
We consider now in details the case when I= 1. Our set of particles is v, 
w+, (, with the antiperiodic boundary conditions in the spatial box of the 
length L. Thanks to the special isomorphism a”‘(4) z G(2) we can 
construct the represenation of sI(2)-current algebra in the tensor product 
-30 yy”,, where q (resp. -$J is the Fock space of states of Fermi particles 
VI, v+ (resp. of Bose particle 4). Proposition 1.4.32 for V,, can be refor- 
mulated now in the form of currents. 
PROPOSITION 11.4.10. One has the following construction of the 
irreducible sI(2)-current algebra representation with the periodic boundary! 
conditions in the spatial box of length 2L: 
J+(u)= l - w:(u) :e2i\/;;@L(u):, 
\/L 




(11.4: I 1) 
J&J = @L(U) + :vILf(u) WLhb 
The currents are defined in the Fock space of states of the particles w. II/‘, o 
and satisfy the anticommutation relations 
[J3(u,hJ3@2)l = (i/n) d’(u, - u2), 
[J3(4)?J+wl = 2J+(u,) @, - u2)7 
[J,(4)~J-(U,)l = -W(u,) e, - u,>, 
(11.4.12) 
lJ+(u,)7 J-WI = J&h) G, - u2) + (i/2n) 8(u, - u,), 
where 6, 6’ are Dirac delta functions in the box of length 2L. 
The free Hamiltonian density is given by 
:(a,#L(u))2: + y,‘(u) 23, v(u):. (11.4.13) 
Proof. The statement follows from Proposition 1.4.32 and the 
commutation relations (1.4.3 I) if we set J,(u) = x’, (e2n’u12L), J (u) = 
Qe ). 2nitd2L 
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Using Proposition 11.4.10 we can write down the Lagrangian density 
(X2.38) for the two-dimensional canonical model 
ytu, t,) = pfreecu, v) + 2 (W:I)+Wl*)e*i~(,“‘-mc*l) 
+ W/I)W~2)+,-2i~,(mc1’-~I*‘)) 
where Y&&U, u) is a Lagrangian density of free particles w, w+, 4. 
The two-dimensional model defined by (11.4.14) is quite similar to the 
quantum electrodynamics in (1 + 1) dimensions (it is often called the 
Schwinger model, see details in [ 191). On the other hand the special 
isomorphism fic2’(4) E G(2) implies the equivalence of the model (11.4.14) 
and the ordinary sine-Gordon model. In fact one can introduce currents in 
the Fock sate of one bose particle ozL(u) defined in the box of length 2L 
with periodic boundary conditions 
JJU) = %2,(u). (11.4.15) 
The commutation relations (11.4.12) are the particular case of 
(11.2.1 I)-(11.2.14) and we obtain our last 
PROPOSITION 11.4.15. Under the following iden@ations 
’ v,(u) =- . 
a 
*exp(i h b(u) + cp(u f L))):, 
l y/L+(u)=-. 
\/75 
*ev-i fi Mu) + p(u f L))):, 
#L(U) = @P(u) - rp@ f L))P, 
one has the isomorphism of two irreducible s[(2)-current algebra represen- 
tations in the Fock spaces of the corresponding particles. 
The QED-like model (11.4.14) is equivalent to the ordinary sine-Gordon 
model. 
We recall now that in the first work on boson-fermion correspondence in
quantum field theory [6] Coleman found the equivalence between the sine- 
Gordon and the abelian Thirring model. Therefore the main models are 
closely related to each other and a; together with the simplest representation 
of the simplest affme Lie algebra sI(2). 
x30/44:3 5 
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Finally, we would like to mention here a more superficial observation. 
which concerns two of the most important models in two-dimensional 
axiomatic quantum field theory, namely, P(o)] and Yukawa? models [ 14 I. 
The first one is considered in the boson Fock space of rp, the second in the 
Fock space ;It;O Rb, which is the same as in our QED-like model. 
Summarizing Part II we can say that there is an evidence of a deep 
connection between quantum field theory in one space and time dimension 
and the representation theory of the affine Lie algebras. In this paper we 
have studied mainly one relation, namely, betwen boson-fermion correspon- 
dence and the isomorphism of two constructions of afftne Lie algebra 
representations. We discussed certain papers in the immense literature of 
two-dimensional quantum field theory. We apologize to the authors whom 
we failed to mention here. We hope that the mathematicians who are 
working in the representation theory will appreciate (and maybe even use!) 
the rich ideas contained in the physical literature. On the other hand, we 
hope that the physicists who are interested in this subject will manage to 
look at the different field theory models from a unified point of view, and 
will use the powerful instrument of Lie algebras, in particular, afftne Lie 
algebras, and their representations for their needs. We are certainly far from 
exhausting this connection. We can only suppose now that the mysterious 
question of which special quantum field models are completely integrable has 
its origin in the representation theory of afftne Lie algebras. This would be 
analogous to the large class of completely integrable finite-dimensional 
systems explained by the orbital theory of affine Lie algebras (see e.g. [ 121). 
Similarly, the inverse-scattering method has probably been so successful 
thanks to the presence of the global symmetry provided by the action of the 
corresponding infinite-dimensional groups. 
APPENDIX: LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS AND BATEMAN FLJNCTIONS 
We formulate here all the necessary facts concerning the properties of 
Laguerre polynomials and Bateman functions. The details can be found in 
[4] and [3]. 
DEFINITION. 
L:(x) = A e”x-” $ (e-Xx”+n), n > 0, x > 0. (Al) 
We will consider only the polynomials with a = 1, 0, -1. We note first the 
following relation 
XL;-,(x) + nL,‘(x) = 0. (AZ) 
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Definition Al implies immediately the form of 
Generating function 
q L;(x) zn = (1 - z))~-’ exp 5. - 
n=o 
The integration over the unit circle in the indeterminate z gives 
Integral formula 
(-1)” e-“l’Lz(x) z&j.: eixu (E) 
n+,a t IV? 
m 
du 
x (l/4 + U2)(l-a)/2 ’ x > 0, 
(A3) 
(A4) 
for a = 1 one should consider this integral in the sense of the principal value. 
Note that for x < 0 the right-hand side turns to zero. Tus the Fourier 
transform of (A4) becomes 
Laplace transform 
(-” ((-1)” e-““L:(x)) e-ixu dx = 
-0 
1 
x (l/4 + U2)h?)/2 + c, (4 
where c= (-1)” for G[= 1, c=O for a=0 or a=-1, n#O and 
c = l/i(u + i/2) for a = -1, n = 0. 
Using the generating function for Laguerre polynomials one can deduce: 
Orthogonality conditions 
jr (e- x/2L; ‘(x))(e -“2L;‘(x))+&, n,m> 1, G46) 
im (e~“‘2L~(x))(e-“‘ZL0,(x)) dx = 6,,,, n, m 2 0. (A7) 
-0 
One knows that (e-“‘L~‘(x)(n/x)“2}~~, and {e-“‘L”,(x)}FTO are complete 
orthogonal systems on (0, +co) (see e.g. [4]). It implies 
2 (eC”‘L; ‘(x))(e-‘/‘L; ‘(y)) + = 6(x - y), (‘48) 
n=1 
f (e-“‘L~(x))(eC”‘L~( y)) = 6(x - y). (A9) 
II=0 
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2 x-$+$+n +---+ (ep”‘L”,(x))=O. 
D@erential recursion relations: 
d 
x - (e 
dx 
-*zL, ‘(x)) 
= n -+ (e-“‘L;‘(x)) - (n - l)(e-“/‘L;JI(x)) 
( 1 
-X’2L;‘(x) + (n + l)(ePX”L;l ,(x)) 6412) 
d 
xx @ -“2Lo,(x)) 
= (e-“2Lz(x)) - n(e-“‘LO, ‘(x)) 
= (G-n- 1) (e-“‘Lz(x))+(n+ l)e-“‘L:+,(x)). (A13) 
Addition formulas 
G L;‘(x) L;:,(y) = e”L,;‘(x--y), 
“i0 
x>y,=O, x<.v, (A14) 
G L ,’ (x) L ,:I’, (y) = L N’ (x + y). 
n=O 
The generalization of Laguerre polynomials for an arbitrary parameter n 
is given by Whittaker functions W,,, (see e.g. [4]), the case when m = i, has 
been considered in details by Bateman [3]. 
DEFINITION. 
k,(x) = y* cos(x tan 19 - no) de. 
0 
(Bl) 
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We note that k,,(x/2) = r(n + 1))’ W,&x), x > 0, in particular for an 
integer n, &(x/2) = (-1)” e-X12L;‘(x). The properties of these functions 
have been considered before. We are interested now in the case of semiin- 
teger n. 
Definition (Bl) implies the relations 
k-,(x) = k,(-x), 
k,(O) = $ sin 7. 
One can also obtain the generalization of (A4). 
Integral formula: 
k&/2) = -& j.1 eix” (E) n _du x > 0. 
cc u +$’ 
The generalization of (A6) is valid in the sense of principal value: 
Orthogonality conditions 
.al 






Nofe added in proofi Recently there appeared several papers which are closely connected 
with our results: 
Segal [ 27 ] found another approach to the vertex representation. Kfc and Peterson [28] 
announced construction of spinor representation for aftine Lie algebras D(n). Date er al. [29] 
obtained solutions of Kortewegde-Vries type equations using the construction of vertex 
representation given in [ 181. They found independently the important components of the 
boson-fermion correspondence (cf. 1.4.6) and (1.4.23)), which are crucial in their investigation. 
Drinfeld and Sokolov [ 301 announced a natural interpretation of the Hamiltonian structure of 
Kortewegde-Vries and classical sine-Gordon type equations (see [23]) from the point of view 
of affine Lie algebras without using their representations. 
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